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ABSTRACT

Quarantine and isolation are methods employed by public health officials to control the spread of dangerous disease pathogens through physical isolation of those exposed or symptomatic. While use of these methods has declined in the last century through advances in medical knowledge and treatment, emerging disease threats will likely require increased reliance on them. Despite this, quarantine statutes and related regulations fail to provide compensation to those subject to them, and little recourse exists to make those individuals whole for losses incurred, though the pandemic has highlighted a need for work in this area. One means of shifting the burden of such losses back to government actors enacting public health orders may be through recognition of a metaphorical, individually held property interest in an individual’s own body. This reconceptualization of individuals’ relationships to their bodies should be leveraged in attempts access Constitutional Fifth Amendment takings claims and providing remuneration for losses suffered at the hands of government actors while protecting public health through curbing infectious disease spread. While limited case law exists to support such claims, democratic ideals including justice and fairness require recognition of the harms resultant from quarantine and isolation beyond due process claims alone, and further consideration by policy makers with respect to how, and upon whom, the burdens of such orders fall. Advocating for remuneration itself is one component; in the absence of appropriate state legislation and regulatory action mechanisms such as metaphorical Fifth Amendment takings claims present another means to reach the same ends. Ideal policy solutions in lieu of such claims include creation state and / or federal compensation funds for a subset of individuals subject to such state action, coupled with the creation of statutory or regulatory protections for common concerns that individuals subject to public health orders experience. The article pulls its recommendations from an analysis of press coverage of several quarantines that occurred during the 2015 Ebola crisis, primarily focusing on the narratives of two women: Louise Troh, quarantined in Dallas, Texas, and Kaci Hickox, quarantined in New Jersey and Maine, respectively. Their stories, and other related narratives this paper notes, should inform the structure of appropriate protections for those subject to public health orders, with a structure focused on direct and indirect economic losses created by their imposition. Such policy solutions should also be dynamic, seeking further insight from the experiences of individuals subject to Orders, and subject to ongoing revision based on
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experience. While metaphorical takings are one means through which to create just outcomes, legislative action may present the most reasonable and appropriate means to create equitable protections and to incentivize compliance by the individuals who bear collective public health burdens in the protection of the broader health.
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INTRODUCTION

In the winter of 2008, San Diego found itself in the midst of a public health crisis. A local family had taken their unvaccinated son to Switzerland and brought home measles. What followed was a mobilization of public health authorities working tirelessly with the community to stop the spread of the disease.¹

Measles is both dangerous and highly contagious.² Being one hundred feet away from the location where an infected person was up to two hours after they were present can lead to infection.³ Infants are especially vulnerable, since it is recommended that they not receive the measles vaccination until they reach the age of one.⁴ During this period, news media in San Diego aided public health efforts by noting locations, dates and times of confirmed cases.⁵ Locations of confirmed cases included doctors’ offices, a Hawaii-bound flight to the NFL Pro Bowl, a Chuck E. Cheese restaurant, and local day care centers. During the period of the outbreak, public health officials in San Diego tracked nearly a thousand possible exposures.⁶

Early on, public health officials turned to an old but familiar tool to curb the spread: quarantining dozens of children and, by extension, their families. Hilary Chambers, a local radio DJ, was one of those affected. While attempting to drop her daughter, Finlee, off at day care she was told by a county public health official that her daughter was “not to leave [her] property

³ This American Life: Ruining It for the Rest of Us, CHI, PUB. RADIO (Dec. 19, 2008), https://www.thisamericanlife.org/370/ruining-it-for-the-rest-of-us/act-one-0 (reporting that you can be at risk of catching measles up to 100 feet away and that it lingers in the air for two hours).
⁴ See Measles Vaccination, CTRS. FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION, https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/vpd/measles/index.html (last reviewed Mar. 28, 2019) (recommending that children do not receive their first vaccination against measles until they are between twelve and fifteen months of age).
⁵ This American Life: Ruining It for the Rest of Us, supra note 3.
⁶ See id. (describing the 980 potential cases under investigation).
for the next three weeks.” Chambers and her husband fielded daily calls and check-ins from public health officials to monitor Finlee’s movements."

Chambers was, in a sense, lucky; her daughter did not fall ill and she and her husband were able to balance the demands of their jobs with those of the monitored quarantine. Her neighbor Megan Campbell was not so lucky; Campbell’s ten-month-old son fell ill. Campbell and her husband were required to take a month off work to provide him care during the required period of isolation. The little boy acquired the virus at a doctor’s office."

For many Americans, a month away from work, or three weeks of childcare at home, would prove more than a family’s finances or careers could bear. Despite this, there is a high likelihood that more and more American families will find themselves in similar circumstances, facing quarantine and isolation orders (“Orders”) from government officials attempting to curb the spread of reemerging and newly discovered infectious diseases. The COVID-19 pandemic has brought that reality to life in the past year.

Considering how and when public health officials invoke and use quarantine and isolation orders is of critical importance. At the same time, the use of quarantine and isolation orders to curb the spread of pathogens feels outdated.

7  Id.
8  Id.
9  Id.
10  Id.
11  Id. ("[Megan Campbell’s] son was 10 months old when he was exposed to measles in the pediatrician’s office, which he visited on the same day as the Switzerland family . . . .").
12  See Neal Gabler, The Secret Shame of Middle-Class Americans, ATLANTIC (May 2016), https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2016/05/my-secret-shame/476415/ (concluding that nearly half of American families are “financially fragile,” based in part on a report from 2015 which indicates that 59% of American households do not have enough liquid savings to replace a month’s worth of lost income).
Between emergences of SARS in 2003, MERS in 2012, Ebola in 2014, a powerful strain of Zika virus in late 2015, Coronavirus in late 2019 and early 2020, and worries about increasing levels of antibiotic resistance in disease microbes, society may be forced to look to quarantine and isolation more frequently in coming years. These practices are one means of stopping the spread of diseases we are unable to treat and/or control the spread of using normal therapeutic measures. With the additional threat of pathogen-based bioterrorism, which the United States has taken preventative measures against for at least two decades, both the West and the developing world should be concerned about the pressing need to stop the spread of disease.

13 See Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS), WORLD HEALTH ORG. (2020), https://www.who.int/ith/diseases/sars/en/ (last visited Nov. 24, 2020) (stating that SARS was first identified at the end of February 2003); CTRS. FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION, FACT SHEET: BASIC INFORMATION ABOUT SARS (Jan. 13, 2004), https://www.cdc.gov/sars/about/fs-SARS.pdf (stating that an outbreak of severe acute respiratory syndrome, or SARS, was first reported in 2003 in Asia).


16 See Zika Virus, WORLD HEALTH ORG. (July 20, 2018), https://www.who.int/en/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/zika-virus (detailing a large outbreak of Zika virus in Brazil in 2015); see also Donald G. McNeil, Jr., C.D.C. is Monitoring 279 Pregnant Women with Possible Zika Virus Infections, N.Y. TIMES (May 20, 2016), https://nyti.ms/255Qzj9 (discussing the spread of Zika virus outbreak from Brazil and island nations in 2015 to pregnant women in the United States and its territories).


19 See Stefan Riedel, Biological Warfare and Bioterrorism: A Historical Review, 17 BAYLOR U. MED. CTR. PROCESSIONAL 400, 401–405 (2004) (discussing preventative efforts by the United States against biological and chemical warfare, such as vaccinating military troops against anthrax and other toxins).
Orders issued during the 2008 San Diego measles outbreak required many people to leave work for three weeks. Similar orders followed the Disneyland measles outbreak beginning in late 2014. For the majority of Americans with less than one thousand dollars in savings, being subject to an Order for that length of time given limited sick leave protections in most jurisdictions would leave them economically crippled. Notably, in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, a small minority of local jurisdictions have begun providing quarantine payments, but these payments—though a laudable and important step forward—are both relatively small and time limited where applicable.

Measles is an especially tricky disease to control, and the science of the disease is critical to effective efforts. For the protection of the unvaccinated, quarantine of exposed individuals is the most effective tool to curb its spread.

---


22 See Gabler, supra note 12 (“A 2014 Bankrate survey . . . found that only 38 percent of Americans would cover a $1,000 emergency-room visit or $500 car repair with money they’d saved.”).


basis of CDC recommendations. Often, Orders rely on containing individuals who are unaware of, and had no choice in, engaging in contact with symptomatic individuals. A more recent outbreak of measles in 2017 has only further confirmed the difficulty of containing its spread. The 2014 Ebola outbreak in West Africa reverberated in the United States by posing similar threats: though not as contagious as measles, it proved difficult to contain and treat in West Africa, and related fears came stateside when the first cases appeared. A more recent outbreak has not reached the United States or Western Europe, but has been outstripped in capturing widespread attention in this country given the recent coronavirus pandemic.

While Orders are necessary to protect public health, they can impose unfair burdens on those subject to them. Individuals deserve remuneration for government-imposed Orders, and shifting economic and other burdens from those subject to Orders to the government creates a structure that more evenly distributes their costs and benefits.

A plethora of scholarship has spoken to the questions of whether individual or derivative property interests exist in the body. Few have gone so far as to advocate treating our bodies as property to afford them the protections of property law. In considering how to equitably share the burdens of Orders, exploring the body as property is again appropriate. Many of the rights embodied in property are similar to rights individuals hold in their

27 Questions About Measles, supra note 25; see also Postexposure Prophylaxis, Isolation, and Quarantine To Control an Import-Associated Measles Outbreak — Iowa, 2004, CTRS. FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION, https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/mm5341a3.htm (addressing state-issued quarantine orders for those exposed to measles).

28 See Measles Cases and Outbreaks, CTRS. FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION, https://www.cdc.gov/measles/cases-outbreaks.html (last reviewed Nov. 5, 2020) (showing an increasing number of measles cases since 2017).


31 Rao, supra note 29, at 372.
bodies in discrete areas of law, but not under property law itself. Bringing those independent elements together creates space for the use of takings claims related to the seizure of one’s body under Orders that statutes fail to account for.

Several means exist to effectively shift this burden. This article explores two. The first means lies in the creation of a limited, or metaphor-based, property interest in our bodies. Doing so creates a meaningful connection aligning with existing takings jurisprudence, entitling individuals to remuneration from the state. Undoubtedly, that appears a long row to hoe. In the alternative, advocacy for, and implementation of, appropriate statutory rights provide substantive rights necessary to demand and guarantee compensation from the state, and can guarantee rights greater than those which impact economic and other important interests during and following imposition of Orders.

Presently, even when states are statutorily required to provide compensation to Order bearers, the dollar amounts are outdated or limited to real property damage. The Fifth Amendment of the Constitution reads, in part, “nor shall private property be taken for public use, without just compensation.” Most takings jurisprudence of the last three decades focuses on regulatory and other seizures related to real property. It is well settled that government seizure of a home to build an interstate requires compensation of individuals, even though they have the right to seize the property through eminent domain. Regulatory takings, however, extend beyond this basic idea; they are asserted on a foundational belief that some regulatory actions of the state are far-reaching and onerous enough as to be the metaphorical equivalent of a seizure of private property by the government.

32 Id. at 380.
34 U.S. CONST. amend. V.
36 See Kelo, 545 U.S., at 496–497 (discussing the compensation requirement).
A quick Google search for “takings” could lead one to believe its application is limited to government seizure of real property, and more so is focused on a regulatorily based construction of the legal phenomena which only roared to life in the last fifty years beginning with *Penn Central Transportation Co. v. New York City*, 438 U.S. 104 (1978). This indicates important room with respect to the United States Supreme Court’s expansive interpretation and application of takings-based compensation. In providing relief to the plaintiffs in *Penn Central*, takings jurisprudence moved from compensation based on actual private property seizures, to metaphorical seizures of non-existent property. If the seizure of individual economic rights in one’s body does not rise to this level, serious concerns about justice and fairness are raised.

The Supreme Court ruling in the second part of *Horne v. U.S. Department of Agriculture* reasserts takings application to the physical seizure of private property, holding that the Fifth Amendment requires government actors to provide just compensation when taking personal property, similar to the requirement placed on it when it takes real property.38

*Horne* illustrates the basic components of a takings claim, and arose from a dispute between the Hornes, raisin producers in California, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Raisin Administrative Committee (“RAC”).39 The RAC requires all raisin producers to reserve a certain portion of the crop on an annual basis in an effort to more tightly control the price of raisins in the market.40 The Supreme Court’s decision required that the government

---


39 Id.

40 Id. at 2422–2423.
compensate the family for the physical seizure of their raisins under the RAC program.\(^\text{41}\)

Given *Horne*, redefining the body of the individual as their private property would mean that when Orders are imposed, Order bearers would have access to remuneration for the seizure of that body in the protection of the public health. But that redefinition is likely a Herculean task. Decisions like *Moore v. Regents of the University of California* make clear that, at a state level, such rights do not exist.\(^\text{42}\) Jurisprudentially, individuals exist through their bodies, through which they take meaningful legal actions, but at the same time do not carry the protection of property rights in them, a meaningful distinction.

Arguably, we hold something like a property interest in our bodies; this is unquestionable, and a basic assumption in law. Examples can be pulled from tort, civil actions for monetary damages where we see allocation of damage awards based on bodily harms resulting from limitations on economic use of our bodies imposed by third parties.\(^\text{43}\) In criminal law, we place liability on individuals for invasions of the body property of others without consent. However, those rights, even when amalgamated,\(^\text{44}\) do not create the umbrella of protections found in property law.\(^\text{45}\)

Because of this, despite how society thinks about our bodies, access to legally structured\(^\text{46}\) proprietary rights in individuals’ own bodies do not exist. Despite this, moving toward a property-based set of rights that more broadly protects existing legal rights\(^\text{47}\) does not need to upset the legal structures and cultural norms already in place. In fact, it can further entrench them. When we invest property rights, or some reasonable facsimile thereof, in individuals’ closely-held bodies, the least-empowered in society gain access to rights that

\(^{41}\) Id. at 2431.

\(^{42}\) 793 P.2d 479 (Cal. 1990).


\(^{44}\) See Rao, supra note 32, at 371, 380 (noting “[t]he lack of property protection for tangible parts of the human body,” and concluding that the bodily rights afforded to individuals through contract and privacy law “cannot compete with the powerful property paradigm, which alone affords a complete bundle of rights that are enforceable against the whole world.”).

\(^{45}\) Id. at 380.

\(^{46}\) See generally id. (discussing the application of property law to the human body).

\(^{47}\) See id. (advocating for the extension of property rights to the body).
rebalance power differentials and economic realities based on incursions into the body. Compensating individuals for government action intruding on their bodies is a critical component of socially just and legally realistic policy formulation. Creating a metaphorical set of property rights in one’s body helps to create such a structure.

Part I of this Article will provide a basic overview of how Orders operate and their intersection with individual liberties and other rights. Part II explores the limitations of individual action to challenge imposed Orders by examining some recent cases, both challenged and unchallenged. Part III constructs and then applies a metaphorically pragmatic property interest in the body to the reemphasized structure of takings jurisprudence flowing out of Horne and considering the limitations of that structure. Part IV considers a metaphorical argument for compensation; acknowledging the difference between it and an actual taking, yet also using this as a structure to evaluate what rights should flow to individuals. Part V then provides a statutory model for states to consider. The Article then concludes.

I. ORDERS, CIVIL LIBERTIES, ORDERS, AND LIMITATIONS OF DUE PROCESS PROTECTIONS

For the purposes of this Article, the term Orders is intended to encapsulate both quarantine and isolation, although the two terms do not carry the same meaning. Quarantine is defined as “the period of time during which a person or animal that has a disease or that might have a disease is kept away from others to prevent the disease from spreading.”\footnote{Quarantine, MERRIAM-WEBSTER, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/quarantine (last visited Sept. 30, 2020).} Public health definitions tend to limit the use of the term “quarantine” to instances in which individuals appear to be healthy, but are believed to have been exposed to a disease causing pathogen;\footnote{Quarantine, A DICTIONARY OF PUBLIC HEALTH (2d ed. 2018) (“Isolation of an animal or person who is a known contact of a case of a contagious disease for the duration of the period of communicability of the disease in order to prevent transmission of the disease . . . .”).} in these cases, individuals are separated from others for the established period during which initial symptoms of the disease may
appear or a diagnosis can be confirmed. Isolation, however, refers to the physical isolation of symptomatic individuals or those testing positively for a pathogen.

Orders, whether quarantine or isolation, and whether scientifically valid or otherwise motivated, represent at least a constructive, or metaphorical, physical seizure of individuals’ bodies by the government. Those subject to Orders should be entitled to government compensation for the purposes of fairness and in service of the underlying purposes of the takings clause. The government curtailment of individual autonomy differentiates Orders from other actions meant to curtail the spread of disease, such as calls for frequent handwashing or requests to stay home whenever possible. Though encouraged not to, Americans regularly go to work sick; in doing so they risk the health and welfare of their colleagues. Economic need and other cultural norms almost certainly play into this, but COVID-19 has made it clear that without the imposition of Orders or other restrictive actions, it may be impossible to effectively stop the spread of disease through widespread adoption of behavioral norms and an ethos of communal responsibility alone.

---


51 Isolation, A DICTIONARY OF PUBLIC HEALTH (2d ed. 2018) (“In communicable disease control, separation or segregation of infected persons or animals from others for the period of communicability of the infectious agent that they harbor, in order to prevent the spread of the agent to other persons who may be susceptible to it or may spread the agent to others.”).

52 At least 26% of Americans go to work despite feeling sick. Despite the threat to the health of their colleagues and other members of their community, almost 33% of men and 17% of women reported that they always go to work sick. See Flu in the Workplace, NAT’L SCI. FOUND., https://d2evkimvhatqav.cloudfront.net/documents/Flu_in_the_workplace_final.pdf?mtime=20200713162819&focal=none (last visited Sept. 30, 2020) (summarizing the results of a study on flu in the workplace).
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19 infections illustrate this. While social distancing was encouraged, it was not always mandated, and sometimes not followed. This ideological and behavioral divide around adherence to preventative measures related to coronavirus continues, and is another reason why states may be required to turn to Orders more frequently in the future.

We vest police power in state and federal governments to impose Orders through statutes, regulations and executive orders. At the federal level, Executive Order 13295 (“EO 13295”), last updated July 31, 2014, lists diseases whose outbreak entitle the federal government to institute Orders. The list includes eradicated diseases we fear the return of as well as biological weapons, like smallpox; some of which are sufficiently controlled, such as cholera; and emerging diseases, such as hemorrhagic fevers, which includes Ebola. The 2014 Obama administration revisions to this list through EO 13295 added Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome, or SARS, albeit over a decade after it emerged as a pandemic threat. Neither measles nor COVID-19 have been added to this list, and neither the Trump administration nor the incoming Biden administration, as of late March 2021, have taken action to revise or modify the list. That being said, the Trump administration did restrict entry to the country, or threaten to do so, for various groups in connection with the pandemic at various points throughout 2020. Since taking office, the

57 The language of Order 13295 defines hemorrhagic fevers as including “Lassa, Marburg, Ebola, Crimean-Congo, South American” and notably takes the additional policy step of including “others not yet isolated or named,” but fails to provide a structure or any guidance with respect to the scientific or symptomatic characteristics that would identify other pathogens that should be included in this basket. See id. While the term “hemorrhagic” would seem to clarify, the World Health Organization’s definition of hemorrhagic virus notes that the diseases are only “sometimes associated with bleeding.” Haemorrhagic Fevers, Viral, WORLD HEALTH ORG, http://www.who.int/topics/haemorrhagic_fevers_viral/en/ (last visited Sept. 19, 2020).
Biden administration for its part has continued restrictions on travel to a few countries as of this writing, including Canada and Mexico, and Brazil and the United Kingdom, where troubling variants have emerged. In addition, it created qualification for entry into the United States. None of this, however, limit states’ abilities to carry out Orders as they act independently of the federal government.

A rulemaking for control of communicable diseases published August 15, 2016 aimed to more effectively codify federal regulation with respect to Orders; the results should lead to additional clarity with respect to outstanding questions around federal Order related power and its limits.60 Nearly 16,000 public comments were received by the Centers for Disease Control (the “CDC”) in response to the proposed rulemaking; the final rule was published on January 19, 2017 and it became effective February 21, 2017.61

The publication of the final rule provides additional reasons to consider and address the needs of individuals subject to Orders. Lawyers, epidemiologists and health organizations worry about the implications of the final rule on the rights of individuals, and as such, their rights in their metaphorical body property are necessarily implicated.62 At this point in early January, it is highly unlikely that the Trump administration will further revise the rule, despite easily identifiable threats that would be appropriate amendments to EO 13295 in light of the coronavirus pandemic. The Trump presidency has leaned heavily on the use of executive orders and on the unilateral power it believes is enshrined in the executive power of the presidency in multiple spheres of domestic and foreign policy.63

---

60 See Control of Communicable Diseases, 81 Fed. Reg. 54230 (proposed Aug. 15, 2016) (to be codified at 42 C.F.R. pts. 70–71) (announcing rulemaking intended to clarify key questions regarding the limits of federal Order power).


63 Trump’s use of Executive Orders in the first month of the presidency indicates a predisposition to utilize executive power whenever possible to consolidate power. See David M. Driesen, President Trump’s Executive Orders and the Rule of Law, 87 UMKC L. Rev. 489, 497–312 (discussing the twenty-four executive orders issued in the first month of Donald Trump’s presidency).
Despite the 2017 publication of the final rule, Trump’s administration, and other, should have provided for, and engaged in, more frequent review of it. A troubling scenario is one in which review of the rule is linked to an outbreak such as covid or Ebola, during which public fears may lead to acquiescence to stricter limitations on freedoms.44 Even absent such a scenario, Trump’s administration has sought to expand executive power with respect to public health actions, often turning to individuals outside of public health agency leadership—this is evident in the creation of the coronavirus task force, which included national public health leadership, but was headed by Vice President Mike Pence, who often offered advice that seemed contrary to guidance from public health officials.45 The task force’s creation, following the disbanding of the White House pandemic task force, points towards the administration’s disordered reaction to the public health and economic emergency, which impacted state action and decision making. Appointed officials, through their leadership of federal agencies, hold the power to draft and publish guidance regarding interpretation of final rules outside of the limitations in the Administrative Procedure Act.46 The Trump administration has dealt with issues of public health in abnormal ways, and these decisions are intimately connected to how it attempts to control and aggressively circumscribe the power of regulatory agencies and undermine pre-existing norms.

Understanding the limitations of the federal government’s police power is structurally and administratively important in understanding how Orders

65 While Dr. Anthony Fauci, Dr. Deborah Birx, and Dr. Jerome Adams also sat on the task force, it is notable that Pence served as Governor of Indiana during one of the worst HIV outbreaks in rural Indiana in the last twenty years. The outbreak was connected to the sharing of heroin needles in the period around the opioid crisis and was tightly connected to user migrating from opioids to heroin to maintain their habits. During that period, Pence refused immediate calls to allow for clean needle distribution, though he would eventually bend to the pressure of advocates calling for use of the program, which is believed to have stemmed the tide of new infections. See Megan Twohey, Mike Pence’s Response to H.I.V. Outbreak: Prayer, Then a Change of Heart, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 7, 2016) https://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/08/us/politics/mike-pence-needle-exchanges-indiana.html (reporting on Pence’s wavering leadership while governor during an HIV outbreak).
operate. It implicates where sources of takings-based compensation should originate, and where burden shifting with respect to the individual costs of Orders, more fully explored in part II of this Article, is appropriate. The United States Department of Health and Human Services', under which the Centers for Disease Control (the “CDC”) and related federal agencies sit, power is limited to action (1) at national borders, ports, airports and other border crossings; and (2) with respect to interstate transmissions of disease, a concept couched in constitutional Federalism and its limitations. 67

The CDC cannot direct action within individual states. Instead, it maintains quarantine stations to monitor for signs of disease at national borders. 68 In more norm adherent periods in the United States, the CDC and related agencies, such as the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, also takes a primary role in partnering with international bodies and foreign governments to create guidelines that limit disease spread globally. 69 These governmental bodies would also partner with state and local public health administrators and agencies to use that information in “the trenches” to limit the spread of disease locally, using epidemiological tools including modeling, contact tracing (as seen in the measles outbreak) and dissemination of research in fast moving outbreaks, which would include recommendations of precautionary measures that should be widely adopted. 70

In normative practical terms, federal power is more circumscribed, because the federal government rarely imposes Orders itself, and as such it has limited authority around this logistical piece, including local norms related to the process. Instead, a dynamic and iterative relationship between affected

67 See Public Health Service Act § 361, 42 U.S.C. § 264 (2002) (providing HHS and CDC with the authority to apprehend people at ports of entry, or people “reasonably believed to be infected”); see also U.S. Quarantine Stations, Ctrs. for Disease Control & Prevention, https://www.cdc.gov/quarantine/quarantine-stations-us.html (last reviewed July 24, 2020) (detailing the CDC’s authority to operate quarantine stations).

68 See U.S. Quarantine Stations, supra note 63 (noting that quarantine stations are located at twenty ports of entry and land-border crossing).


states and the federal government is normally observed. Order related police power is exercised at state and local levels by responsible agencies, generally state-level departments of health and human services or public health, and similar agencies responsible for county and similar jurisdictions. That said, states usually look to the CDC for guidance on disease science and in regard to what actions are appropriate and necessary; this mirrors the way the CDC has similarly looked to the World Health Organization (the “WHO”) for guidance. That has been largely upended with respect to the Trump administrations’ response to the COVID-19 pandemic, ending in Trump’s withdrawal from the WHO in May of 2020.

Thus, the imposition of Orders through the use of state police powers is the norm, though the majority of information around disease threats and science comes from the CDC and other federal agencies often acquired through consultation and the advice of international agencies like the WHO. For example, during the Disneyland measles outbreaks the CDC acted as lead on analysis of the strain, and collection of information on reported cases from states, while individual states and localities, like San Diego, helmed efforts to curb the spread of disease within their borders. The states gathered epidemiological information and forwarded it on to CDC scientists and epidemiologists. We also saw this relationship in action during the Ebola crisis as states communicated with CDC scientists to report new and suspected cases, and in most cases followed CDC guidance related to symptomatology.

71 Legal Authorities for Isolation and Quarantine, CTRS. FOR DISEASE CONTROL, https://www.cdc.gov/quarantine/aboutlawsregulationsquarantineisolation.html (last reviewed Feb. 24, 2020) ("States have police power functions to protect the health, safety, and welfare of persons within their borders. . . . In some states, local health authorities implement state law. In most states, breaking a quarantine order is a criminal misdemeanor."). Notable federal exceptions include the U.S. Customs and Border Patrol’s use of public health powers during a European outbreak of hoof and mouth disease in 2001 at airports and other points of entry into the country with screening regarding their activities, and the 2020 large scale screening of individuals returning from abroad for signs of infection from the novel coronavirus. See 42 U.S.C. § 264 (permitting the Surgeon General to make and enforce regulations to prevent the introduction, transmission, or spread of infectious disease).

72 See U.S. Quarantine Stations, supra note 67 (noting the CDC’s past collaboration with the World Health Organization).

73 See State Quarantine and Isolation Statutes, supra note 33 (providing an explanation of states’ use of police power to enforce quarantine and isolation measures).


The formulation, administrative process, and extent of the power to issue Orders varies from state to state; but every state has mechanisms in place to direct the imposition of Orders when deemed necessary. 76

When Orders are imposed, procedural due process considerations 77 require that individuals be provided the right to challenge those Orders in court, 78 and most states provide specified guidance on judicial appeals of such Orders through state pandemic bench books. 79 In reality, this rarely happens. 80 These challenges’ bases are constitutional in nature—the majority of claims are based on the deprivation of civil liberties and civil rights, not economic or property interests. These cases speak to the tempering of the states’ police

76 See State Quarantine and Isolation Statutes, supra note 33 (displaying the varying powers and processes of the different states to impose Orders). There is some divergence with respect to which diseases each state deems reportable and/or appropriate for the imposition of Orders, which creates some additional rub in smoothly facilitating the efficient and appropriate use of Orders.

77 “Due process of law implies the right of the person affected thereby to be present before the tribunal which pronounces judgment upon the question of life, liberty, or property, in its most comprehensive sense; to be heard, by testimony or otherwise, and to have the right of controverting, by proof, every material fact which bears on the question of right in the matter involved.” Due Process, BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (7th ed. 1999).

78 See Jacobson v. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 197 U.S. 11, 31 (1905) (explaining the constitutional right for individuals to challenge restrictions on freedom imposed by quarantine measures in court).

79 State bench books are created on a state level and provide guidance to judges and magistrates on the protections available to Orders, the relevant statutes and process related questions. See N.C. ADMIN. OFF. CTS., LEGAL AND LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS, PANDEMIC EMERGENCY BENCH BOOK FOR TRIAL JUDGES (2009) (illustrating judicial protocols regarding pandemic quarantine, isolation, and “safekeeping” orders).

80 A June 2016 Westlaw search indicated only two reported cases challenging Orders, though these results did not include the 2015 case of Kaci Hickox. North Carolina, Virginia, South Carolina, District of Columbia and Maryland public health officials did not respond to an inquiry regarding the number of Orders created in 2015, and the number of those Orders challenged. More recently a set of cases currently on appeal challenging Connecticut’s orders has been profiled in the New York Times. See Liberian Cmty. Assoc. v. Malloy, 2017 WL 4897048 (D. Conn. Mar. 30, 2017) (dismissing complaint seeking damages and injunctive relief after mandatory quarantine after visiting Ebola-affected countries). That case is not the center point of this Article, but its movement through the court system represents an important step towards more aggressively asserting the rights of Orderees.
power “by individual rights and civil liberties, guaranteed by the Due Process Clause of the Constitution.”

Order-related access to due process rights is of limited use as a protection measure for those faced with Orders—it does not protect the totality of the interests that are violated by Orders. This Article argues that due process protections are only a single prong of what should be a two-pronged structure for the protection of the rights of citizens subjected to Orders. The second prong of the afforded protections resides either in a property-based claim allowing invocation of constitutional takings claims, or one protected and enforced by state or federal statute that guarantees economic substantive rights where current protections fail to provide compensation. Relying entirely on due process is too narrow a backstop to ensure those suffering the substantial incursion of Orders are made whole.

Because of the relationship between the federal government and the states with respect to Orders, state statutes are a critical consideration in this context. Again, Orders are generally imposed by state actors under the auspices of state police power. State statutes, however, provide little or no economic protection, recourse or remedies to those burdened with Orders to protect the public health. It is probably safe to assume that almost all individuals subject to Orders have not intentionally acted as a disease vector. Despite this, we have vilified individuals for being near individuals carrying a disease,


82 See State Quarantine and Isolation Statutes, supra note 33 (showing that in the two states where some protections do exist, they are in place only to correct for the destruction of physical property occurring alongside the imposition of the Order itself and that in the single state that attempts to provide monies for lost wages, the statutory maximum is capped at two dollars per day).

83 There may be some debate regarding this point with respect to individuals who align themselves with anti-vaccination movements claiming that adherence to vaccine schedules or vaccination altogether, may put their children at risk for autism, a claim debunked and repudiated by the scientific community. This Article does not attempt to assign or deny any level of intentionalcy with respect to the spreading of disease to this subset of the general population. See generally Teri Dobbins Baxter, Tort Liability for Parents Who Choose Not to Vaccinate Their Children and Whose Unvaccinated Children Infect Others, 82 U. CIN. L. REV. 103 (2014) (highlighting the important fault lines in this debate).
with or without acquiring or carrying it, even if scientific evidence indicates that they pose no danger to the public.84

II. RECENT CASES: EBOLA AND THE INABILITY OF COURTS TO MAKE THOSE SUBJECT TO ORDERS WHOLE

Several recent cases highlight both the dynamic relationship between the state and federal government around Orders,85 as well as the limits of due process protections. They also provide a lens through which to consider the likelihood of Orders being challenged more generally.

Police powers invested in public health authorities at federal, state and local levels are unquestionably vital to ensuring adequate protection of public health. Without use of Orders, measles and smallpox likely would never have been eradicated during the twentieth century. At the very least they would have had greater impact on public health. Even when exercised with good faith, however, Orders have far-reaching consequences on individuals that public health authorities should consider and create safeguards against in addition to those already in place.

To examine such consequences, I will explore two highly publicized cases of quarantine arising out of the 2014 Ebola epidemic originating in West Africa: the case of Kaci Hickox, an American nurse; and that of Louise Troh, the estranged wife of the first person on American soil to die of the disease,

---

84 See Nancy Snyderman, Nancy Snyderman Breaks Silence on Ebola Nightmare, NBC NEWS: “People Wanted Me Dead”, HOLLYWOOD REP. (Aug. 26, 2015, 9:00 AM), http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/features/nancy-snyderman-breaks-silence-ebola-817601 (describing how Nancy Snyderman was suspected to have contracted Ebola and was consequently vilified); see also Ebola (Ebola Virus Disease): Transmission, CTRS. FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION, https://www.cdc.gov/vhf/ebola/transmission/index.html#:~:text=Scientists%20think%2020people%20are%20initially,a%20large%20number%20of%20people (last reviewed Nov. 5, 2019) (“Ebola poses little risk to travelers or the general public who have not cared for or been in close contact [within 3 feet or 1 meter] with someone sick with Ebola.”).

85 One important component of this dynamic relates to the state government’s ability to ignore, expand, or adhere to the guidance related to Orders. Normally, it would be expected that this guidance would be based on the scientific information that the CDC provides, often in consultation with the World Health Organization. Hickox 1 and Hickox 2, discussed infra Section II.A, shed some light on the topic as it relates to Orders, but only in the states of Maine and New Jersey, in which the CDC did not participate. A further question arises as to whether, in some discrete instances, non-valid scientific quarantines may be essential to calm public fear and to ensure order.
Thomas Eric Duncan. These cases illustrate the inadequacy of the current legal framework which may or may not purport to make those subject to Orders whole. Second, they illustrate the limited use of challenges on due process grounds with respect to economic consequences.

The cases also highlight the necessity of creating systems that provide support for individuals carrying the weight of ensuring the public health on their backs, and in many cases, wallets. There are no safety nets for these individuals drafted into a war waged for the benefit of the public health, absent the government’s hands being forced through litigation. Even when that hand is forced, the courts find the government has limited obligations, if any, to make Order’s subjects economically whole through due process challenges. In sum, these cases demonstrate the need for either a new kind of challenge, or, ideally, a new statutory creation to protect against injustices created by public health based protective measures—metaphorical Constitutional takings actions.\footnote{This Article refers to metaphorical takings whenever speaking of a claim that would be the basis for a Fifth Amendment takings claim had it been based on a seizure of tangible property.}

\textbf{A. Hickox 1 and Hickox 2 Cases}

Kaci Hickox became a public figure after challenging Orders arising out of the 2014 Ebola outbreak. Her first challenge to the quarantine order requested by Maine Governor Paul LePage and instituted by the State Department of Health in October 2014, was successful ("Hickox 1"). The Augusta District Court in Maine placed the burden on the State to produce scientific evidence validating the need for the Order, which it failed to meet. But even had it met the standard, Hickox arguably should have been provided compensation for the burdens imposed by the metaphorical taking of her body while the Order was in place. In other words, Hickox won Hickox 1 in court, but her victory was pyrrhic—she was not made whole.

Hickox is a unique character, and her background may explain why she had the wherewithal to challenge her Orders in court while they were in place. She has a degree in nursing from the University of Texas at Arlington, and a number of other specialized nursing degrees, including a Diploma in Tropical Nursing from the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Nursing, and a Master’s of Science in Nursing and Master’s in Public Health from Johns
In addition to her formal training, she has extensive experience working with Médecins Sans Frontières, known in the United States as Doctors without Borders, an international medical relief organization she volunteered with during the 2014 outbreak.

As a volunteer in Sierra Leone, Hickox was responsible for establishing protection protocols used in her region of the country. While there, she followed the protocols of the MSF intended to prevent exposure to the disease or the likelihood of her becoming infected. That extensive knowledge almost certainly played a part in her decision to challenge New Jersey and Maine Orders. Her training and work meant that she had specialized knowledge about her own risk of transmission. She may have also known what reasonable limits state actors are held to when imposing Orders.

Hickox was initially detained on arrival at Newark International Airport in New Jersey. She arrived there from Sierra Leone.

Based on CDC protocols, she presented no risk of transmission at that time; she was asymptomatic, which, it is widely agreed in epidemiological discourse with


89 See Hickox v. Christie, 205 F. Supp. 3d 579, 585 (D.N.J. 2016) (“During her time in Sierra Leone, Hickox followed MSF protocols, such as the wearing of protective equipment, intended to prevent the spread of Ebola.”).


92 Id.

respect to Ebola meant that there was no possibility of transmission.\textsuperscript{94} Ebola is a viral hemorrhagic fever transmitted through contact with contaminated bodily fluids. The most infectious of those fluids are blood, vomit, and feces, but the 2014 outbreak also provided evidence of sexual transmission. The virus can incubate in the body of those infected for up to twenty-one days, but does not become contagious until an individual has begun to show signs of a fever after exposure.\textsuperscript{95}

Again, for clarity, Hickox \textit{1} refers to the Maine suit, the subsequent New Jersey case will be referred to as Hickox \textit{2}. Both cases illustrate the tension arising when Orders are intended to be, on one hand, informed by scientific standards of a federal authority such as the CDC; and on the other hand, implemented by states (in these cases, Maine and New Jersey) exercising their police powers with no statutory or regulatory necessity that their actions be linked to a reliable scientific basis or federal guidance based on such. Hickox was compliant with federal guidance and standards. She adhered to CDC active monitoring protocols\textsuperscript{96} while in Sierra Leone, during transit to the United States, and upon her arrival. This did not prevent New Jersey officials from moving to detain her upon arrival, without giving her an opportunity to demonstrate compliance with CDC protocols upon return.\textsuperscript{97}

\textsuperscript{94} \textit{Id.}; see generally Judith R. Glynn et al., \textit{Asymptomatic Infection and Unrecognised Ebola Virus Disease in Ebola-Affected Households in Sierra Leone: A Cross-Sectional Study Using a New Non-Invasive Assay for Antibodies to Ebola Virus}, 17 \textit{Lancet} 645 (2017) (describing the few known cases of Ebola infection resulting from asymptomatic spread).

\textsuperscript{95} See Snyderman, supra note 84 (describing Ebola transmission).

\textsuperscript{96} CDC active monitoring protocols were stipulated in full in “Interim U.S. Guidance for Monitoring and Movement of Persons with Potential Ebola Virus Exposure”. That guidance was retired on February 19, 2016 and is no longer available via the CDC website, however, “Notes on the Interim U.S. Guidance for Monitoring and Movement of Persons with Potential Ebola Virus Exposure” is available at http://www.cdc.gov/vhf/ebola/exposure/monitoring-and-movement-of-persons-with-exposure.html though it does not provide the recommended protocols themselves. For those protocols, which Hickox was in full compliance with, see Hyacint Julien Kabore et al., \textit{Monitoring of Persons with Risk for Exposure to Ebola Virus—United States, November 3, 2014–December 27, 2015}, 65 \textit{Morbidity & Mortality Wkly. Rep.}, 1401, 1401 (2016).

\textsuperscript{97} CDC guidelines for individuals returning from areas affected by the Ebola pandemic required that they be in ongoing contact with the federal agency with their body temperature twice a day. Should she or any others have developed a fever in the twenty-one day period following their return home, they would be directed to immediately present themselves for isolation. See "MSF Protocols for Staff Returning from Ebola-Affected Countries," RELIEFWEB, (Oct. 24, 2014), https://reliefweb.int/report/world/msf-protocols-staff-returning-ebola-affected-countries. This was
When Hickox arrived at Newark Airport after serving as a volunteer nurse in Sierra Leone during the outbreak she was not greeted with a hero’s welcome. She was well aware of the CDC monitoring standards, noted previously, which required reporting possible exposure such as a needle stick through personal protective gear. While abroad, she complied with MSF’s strict infection protocols. Upon her arrival in Newark, her compliance with CDC-based standards was disregarded by transportation and state officials with control over her movements. Hickox was detained in the airport and had her temperature taken repeatedly; officials claim she eventually showed a reading of 101 degrees. She was then placed in a tent in a parking lot adjoining a Newark hospital where she remained until granted permission to return home to Maine. These events are the basis of her civil suit against the state of New Jersey, Hickox 2, which challenges the Order, but does not seek the injunctive relief the Maine court provided her.

While Hickox 1 and Hickox 2 both represent individual challenges to Orders, they do so differently. It is unclear why challenges like that in Hickox 1 occur so rarely or exactly how rare they are; it likely has to do with the time, energy and resources required, juxtaposed against the limited time window during which they can prove useful in curtailing Orders. In the case of Ebola, an appropriate Order is lifted no more than three weeks after it has been imposed. Unlike Hickox 1, the claims raised in Hickox 2 do not have the same organic time limitations. The ways in which plaintiffs are limited in bringing these claims leads one to believe that Hickox was guided by principles informed by data indicating that Ebola virus does not become transmissible even if one is infected until after they show signs of a fever. See Ebola (Ebola Virus Disease): Transmission, CTRS. FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION http://www.cdc.gov/vhf/ebola/exposure/implementing-home-monitoring-for-people-being-evaluated.html (last reviewed Nov. 5, 2019) (“A person can only spread Ebola to other people after they develop signs and symptoms of Ebola.”).

98 Hickox disputes this claim; a forehead scanner showed her temperature to be 101, “but that came after four hours during which she had not been allowed to leave. ‘My cheeks were flushed, I was upset at being held with no explanation . . . . The female officer looked smug. ‘You have a fever now,’ she said.” Anemona Hartocollis & Emma G. Fitzsimmons, Tested Negative for Ebola, Nurse Critizes Her Quarantine, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 25, 2014), https://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/26/nyregion/nurse-in-newark-tests-negative-for-ebola.html.

99 Verified Complaint, supra note 90, at 14.

100 See Hickox v. Christie, 205 F. Supp. 3d at 584–85 (discussing the viability of Hickox’s claims for monetary damages against New Jersey officials “involved in her quarantine”).
larger than the challenge to the immediate Order in availing herself to the courts.

_Hickox 1_ claimed that the Order imposed by Secretary of Maine’s Department of Health and Human Services placed an undue, unnecessary burden on the free movement of Hickox; however, _Hickox 1_ contained no claim for damages. The case was decided quickly—within a few weeks—and resulted in the lifting of six of the original Order’s restrictions, namely those that: (1) prohibited and restricted her appearance at public gatherings, in public settings, and in workplaces; (2) required maintenance of a three-foot perimeter when she found herself near others; (3) required that she seek permission to engage in activities not considered under the Order itself “as needs and circumstances change to determine” if they are appropriate; and (4) required her to stay in her home county, Fort Kent, for the duration of the quarantine period ending November 10th, 2014, or approximately seven days. This left in place only the reasonable requirements that she: (1) engage in Direct Active Monitoring; (2) immediately notify public health authorities if symptoms appeared; and (3) coordinate her travel with public health authorities in her county of residence for which a strong argument exists that they, on a scientific basis, should have been the only restrictions imposed in the first place.

To this point, the final order of Judge LaVerdiere relied heavily on scientific evidence, going so far as to excerpt specific portions of state public health officials’ initial filing seeking the Order to debunk their necessity. The decision was a victory for Hickox, and perhaps for science in political and judicial arenas, insofar as the court deferred to validated CDC science in reaching its decision; but the veracity of that statement will rely on other courts

---

102 The order specifically notes that Hickox must maintain the three feet of distance even when “walking or jogging in a park” to illustrate the point. _Id._ at 6.
103 Future unenumerated activities are also specified in the initial judicial order, leaving room for any number of actions on the part of the state based upon an unclear set of criteria. _Id._
104 _Id._
107 _Id._
making similar decisions in similar cases. The victory for scientific evidence, however, resulted in no remuneration for Hickox’s economic losses if any, nor any punitive damages related to the imposition of an invalid Order, either of which might have led the state to behave more rationally in the future. The decision amounted to a slap on the wrist for the state actors involved. Hickox has not sought additional compensation through a civil action in Maine, but Hickox 2 does so in New Jersey on the basis of the state’s behavior following her arrival at the Newark airport.108

Though Hickox’s experience began in New Jersey, the nomenclature used here and order of the cases is actually reversed; Hickox 2 was not filed until October 2015.109 It was brought by the American Civil Liberties Union of New Jersey in New Jersey District Court.110 Like Hickox 1, its claims rely on the failure of the state to provide due process protections.111 In the New Jersey case, those due process protections were related to the Orders imposed by then-Governor Chris Christie and Secretary of Health Mary O’Dowd.112

In what may or may not be coincidental, Christie unveiled New Jersey Executive Order 164, his “Ebola Preparedness Plan,” on the day Hickox departed Sierra Leone.113 The timing of her detention and that Order are uncanny, raising questions as to whether the quarantine order was politically motivated. One possible political motivation could have been the opportunity the Order granted for Christie to show political strength and to garner public opinion in his corner at a time when Ebola fears were running high. In September of 2016, Hickox said that the interim decision from District Court Judge Kevin McNulty in Hickox 2 (outlined below) will help to unravel that mystery, stating it “vindicates [her] rights by giving [her] the opportunity to find

---

109 Verified Complaint, supra note 90, at 34 (listing filing date of October 22, 2015).
110 Id. at 1.
111 Id. at 28–30.
112 See id. (describing the impact of the state orders on plaintiff).
113 Id. at 5, 8.
out from Governor Christie directly whether the decision to detain [her] was motivated by science or by politics.”

The interim decision from the New Jersey District Court came in response to the state’s motion to dismiss the suit. Judge McNulty, like Judge LaVerdiere in Maine, looked to scientific facts in his ruling, noting that “[b]ad science and irrational fear often amplify the public’s reaction to reports of infectious disease. Ebola, although it has inspired great fear, is a virus, not a malevolent magic spell.” He also noted that “[t]he State is entitled to some latitude . . . in its prophylactic efforts to contain what is, at present, an incurable and often fatal disease.”

Judge McNulty threw out Hickox’s federal civil rights § 1983 claims based on the defense of qualified immunity, which runs in favor of the state. The qualified immunity defense, closely linked to the concept of sovereign immunity, is based on the old English concept that the king cannot be sued, and is a protection provided to government actors on the federal level. The state law corollary of that protection, qualified immunity provides the state with protection from certain civil actions “as long as their [the state actor’s] conduct does not violate clearly established statutory or constitutional rights of which a reasonable person would have known.”

To understand its operation, the language needs to be unpacked. A case of free speech brought against a state would most likely meet the standard here, so it would not likely be thrown out based on a defense raised by the state on a qualified immunity ground because (1) the right of free speech is clearly established going back to the founding of our country and the writing of the Bill of Rights; (2) it is a constitutional right (though it could also be statutory); and (3) it is one that most reasonable people would know exists.

Qualified immunity will gut plaintiffs’ claims for remuneration for Orders on § 1983 grounds and other bases absent either a shift in how the courts view

116 Id.
117 A § 1983 claim is a civil action related to the deprivation of an individual’s rights. See 42 U.S.C. § 1983.
a reasonable person’s assessment of constitutional rights with respect to Orders, or creation of a more level playing field in which to assert their claims. The District Court decision in Hickox 2states “unless the plaintiff’s allegations state a claim of violation of clearly established law, a defendant pleading qualified immunity is entitled to dismissal before the commencement of discovery.” 120 A defense of qualified immunity is the default response of a state government to claims like Hickox’s, fair or not. It is unclear whether a finding that a state actor’s failure to observe scientific standards in decisions like Hickox 1 will ever be notable enough to challenge state claims of qualified immunity, but it is certainly unlikely given the standard put forth. 121

Judge McNulty, for his part, determined that no “clearly” constitutional right was violated during the course of Hickox’s detention in Newark, even given that her detention continued following receipt of a negative Ebola virus blood test result. 122 In any case, his decision resulted in the dismissal of Hickox’s § 1983 claims. 123 His finding was based in large part on a turn-of-the-twentieth-century Supreme Court precedent. 124 That case rejected use of overly broad Orders; however, its application to the instant case was not appropriate because a reasonable person would not be aware of its protections. 125 Hickox’s claims met the first two prongs needed to overcome a qualified immunity claim, being (1) long held, and (2) statutory or constitutional right. Her claims, however, would likely fail on the third leading to dismissal because (3) it would be unlikely that a reasonable person would

---

120 Id. at 589 (quoting Thomas v. Independence Twp., 463 F.3d 285, 291 (3d Cir. 2006)).
121 See id. explaining that the application of a qualified immunity defense determination requires the court to consider two questions: first, whether or not a clear constitutional right was violated by the defendant government actor; and second, whether or not the right violated is well established and one which a reasonable person would have known.
122 Id. at 594.
123 Id. at 585 (granting motion to dismiss § 1983 claims due to plaintiff’s qualified immunity).
124 See generally Jacobson v. Massachusetts, 197 U.S. 11 (1905) (validating statute making vaccination mandatory).
125 See Jew Ho v. Williamson, 103 F. 10 (C.C.N.D. Cal. 1900) (holding that a San Francisco quarantine Order that applied to an entire district was unnecessary); In re Smith, 40 N.E. 497 (N.Y. 1895) (holding that a Brooklyn quarantine Order requiring anyone refusing to get a smallpox vaccine to quarantine was overly broad given that the order deprived persons of liberty). But see Reynolds v. McNichols, 488 F.2d 1378, 1383 (10th Cir. 1973) (asserting that imprisonment for a limited duration is not unreasonable to identify the presence of venereal diseases in those “reasonably suspected” to have them).
recognize constitutional limits on the government’s exercise of overly broad power with respect to Orders. Since qualified immunity requires that a plaintiff show all three prongs of the test are met to move forward with claims, McNulty’s decision seems correct in both its assertions and the final decision with respect to Hickox’s § 1983 claims.

The Hickox cases may help to move the judiciary toward a changing view of what surpasses the challenges of qualified immunity defenses with respect to Orders. Meanwhile, an emphasis on understanding the impropriety of Orders absent scientific basis, which both McNulty and LaVerdiere note, may help to move courts in the direction of honoring the rights of citizens detained without basis. But these cases alone will likely not provide the required momentum. Qualified immunity limits plaintiffs’ recourse; metaphorical body property takings claims might remedy this, though they may prove difficult to put forward as winning claims. It would necessitate an assertion that our bodies, when quarantined, have been made subject to a metaphorical taking based on the conscription of one’s quasi, or special, property interest in their body.

The Hickox cases highlight the difficulties that valid claims regarding misuse of Orders encounter in courts. In addition to these substantive challenges, Orders are rarely challenged. The Hickox cases are unique because the plaintiff challenged her Orders (Hickox 2 especially since it was not limited to due process challenges) in the first place, but also because the Orders were not based on scientific standards, which raised substantive questions regarding their imposition. No court would have likely entertained Hickox’s challenges if there were reason to suspect she had Ebola.

If Hickox’s Maine Order was supported by scientific evidence, Hickox 1 would not have had the same outcome; a credible threat to public health would exist and the Order would have remained in place in full. That danger would override the due process claims Hickox raised. In a similar recreation of the facts in Hickox 2, the dismissal of the civil rights claims would still have occurred, because the qualified immunity defense would still attach. But, in addition, other state law claims in Hickox 2 would also be dismissed if there was a finding that the claims of the state were based on reasonable grounds, which the New Jersey District Court did in the remainder of its interim decision.
Only two of Hickox’s claims survived the state’s motion for summary judgment. The surviving claims were based on state law—false imprisonment, which asserted that she was held by the state with no legal authority, and false light, which, boiled down, amounted to a violation of an individual’s right to privacy. These state law claims, and creation of further rights under state law, create meaningful avenues for creation and acknowledgement of important substantive rights and claims for those subject to Orders in the future.

That being said, neither false light nor false imprisonment claims help those quarantined when their Orders are based on a legitimate, scientifically valid rationale. In New Jersey, the statutory definition of the crime of false imprisonment carves out claims based on quarantine orders. This claim was permitted to proceed in Hickox because the statutory safe harbor requires good faith on the part of the state, and Hickox’s claims challenged that assertion on reasonable grounds pointing to a political rationale of then Governor Christie. The false light claim requires a jury to determine if the defendant, here the state of New Jersey, made untrue statements regarding the plaintiff.

In situations in which the plaintiff had in fact acquired the pathogen, the surviving state law claims would also likely have been thrown out in a motion for summary judgment. In the case of Hickox, both federal and state due

126 Hickox v. Christie, supra note 81, at 585 (“As to the state causes of action, however, I will deny the motions to dismiss.”).
128 The comment accompanying New Jersey’s quarantine statute notes that the statute “declares a specific rule of discretionary immunity for acts or omissions relating to quarantine . . . .” N.J. STAT. ANN. § 59:6-3 (West 2020).
129 Black’s Law Dictionary defines good faith as “[a] state of mind consisting in (1) honesty in belief or purpose, (2) faithfulness to one’s duty or obligation, (3) observance of reasonable commercial standards of fair dealing in a given trade or business, or (4) absence of intent to defraud or to seek unconscionable advantage.” GOOD FAITH, BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (7th ed. 1999).
130 Hickox v. Christie, supra note 81, at 605 (“The false light tort has two essential elements: (1) the false light in which the other was placed would be highly offensive to a reasonable person; and (2) the actor had knowledge of or acted in reckless disregard as to the falsity of the publicized matter and the false light in which the other would be placed.”) (quoting Leang v. Jersey City Bd. of Educ., 969 A.2d at 1116).
process and civil actions fail to make individuals whole when Orders are necessary to protect the public health. The possibility of a provable political motivation underlying the New Jersey quarantine order sets Hickox 2 apart from most cases; the anomaly provides the possibility of some remuneration for Hickox herself, but in being an anomaly signals limitations with respect to other Orderees. Equitable concerns, far more than constitutional ones, should motivate us to ensure remuneration to those subject to Orders. Yet the current legal landscape provides limited access to justice for Orderees, whether victims of political grandstanding based on junk science, like Hickox, or happenstance through no fault of one’s own reasonably requiring action. Creation of such protections are especially critical when considering how Orders impact individuals living on the margins of society.

B. Louise Troh

The case of Louise Troh also arose out of the 2014 Ebola epidemic, but received less mainstream press coverage than did Hickox’s, and represented a factually different case from Hickox’s. Troh took no legal action. She represents the social, economic, and educational position and capital that far more Americans occupy when juxtaposed with Hickox. Because of this, her case is important in creating a snapshot of the burdens that Orders can produce for a larger swath of the population. Troh was the fiancée of Thomas Eric Duncan, who would become the first person to die of Ebola on American soil. Troh’s case likely represents how most individuals respond to Orders, i.e., by never challenging them. In most cases individuals receive no remuneration from state or local governments after Orders, whether crippled by them economically or not.

Duncan likely contracted the Ebola virus while in Liberia, when he assisted a severely ill young woman. Though asymptomatic upon his arrival in Dallas, he subsequently developed a fever—the first sign of infection and contagiousness of the virus. After an initial visit to Texas Presbyterian

---

Hospital’s emergency room with flu-like symptoms, and notifying staff of his recent arrival from an Ebola affected region, he was told to return to Troh’s home where he was living with her and two boys she had taken into her home. Three days later, on September 28, 2014, he returned to Texas Presbyterian’s emergency room. This time, Duncan was admitted to the hospital and placed in isolation. He would never see his fiancé again, and would never reunite with the son he had not seen in at least a decade.

Troh and others exposed to Duncan upon the onset of his symptomatology would eventually be made subject to Orders. After confirming the diagnosis with a blood test, the Texas Department of Health placed Troh and the children under quarantine. On October 6, the Dallas County Chief Executive and Troh’s pastor visited the home to bring word of Duncan’s death the previous day. They did not touch family members, maintaining a three-foot radius from them at all times. They did not sit on furniture.

The Troh family was fully compliant after initially breaking the Order, which was based on the scientifically validated point that Duncan could have infected any one he was in close contact with after showing signs of fever. The Order was for a medically appropriate twenty-one day period. Despite subsequent ongoing compliance, law enforcement officers stood outside the door blocking the family’s exit, making a public spectacle of their situation, while they mourned the loss of a partner and father.

132 In addition to her son, Troh also provided a home to two other boys who shared her home at the time of her quarantine and they were also subject to the Orders imposed on the household. Fernandez & Phillips, supra note 131.
134 Id.
139 Denver Nicks, This Texas Judge is Fighting Fear and Ebola in Dallas, TIME (Oct. 6, 2014, 10:50 AM), http://time.com/3474650/ebola-dallas-judge-jenkins/.
The costs of the family’s compliance were not minor: most notable and difficult to quantify the fact that they were not able to be with a loved one at the end of life; they lost income; and they lost most of their personal property (non-body property). The state also bore the cost of stationing armed guards at their door, despite the fact that the family made no attempt to escape, which has been documented in other cases. Troh and the family were forced to relocate during the Order and afterward. Widespread fear of Ebola made finding suitable accommodation almost impossible, eventually requiring concerted efforts on the part of Dallas County Judge Clay Jenkins, the highest-ranking elected official in the jurisdiction, to secure it. The Order was lifted October 20, 2014.

A few days prior to the end of the quarantine period the same publication reported that:

A new-apartment deal busted up after Troh had already made a deposit, and Dallas’s top county official and Troh’s pastor say people are reluctant to rent to someone who was so close to Ebola.

Securing a home, maintaining a job and re-entering society will be challenges. Details of the Troh household’s quarantine and transition preparations were described to Bloomberg by the county official and the pastor, who visit them frequently.

“It’s a pretty dramatic time, considering someone has died and they can’t really see their family,” [said] Dallas County Judge Clay Jenkins . . .

Troh said the Ebola scare and related Orders “destroyed [her] whole life,” leaving her with almost nothing after her apartment’s interior and the family’s

140 This is not an outlier. In most cases requiring isolation, hospital and public health policies will limit access to individuals infected with pathogens who appear at hospitals seeking care, though that policy may vary by institution and jurisdiction. For many individuals in West Africa during the Ebola outbreak, that was a deciding factor in whether or not they would bring family members and loved ones to isolation facilities throughout the country, and the experience of the Trohs if more widely known about would likely lead to the same types of reservations here in the United States. These practices are in place for important reasons—they aim to curtail the spread of disease in localities, but they come with substantial human costs that, while not calculable, are important to note in these conversations on a human level.


142 Nicks, supra note 139.

143 Id.

144 Weber, supra note 131.
possessions were destroyed. Texas statutes provide no recourse or compensation for the loss of physical property from Orders and related actions, which is the case in most states.

C. The Sum of the Parts and the Limits of Civil Liberty Protections

Hickox and Troh’s cases represent somewhat different reactions to, and perhaps reasons for, states to utilize Orders, but also speak to the same basic point: those subject to Orders have little or no access to remuneration for the burdens those Orders impose. Hickox 2’s federal civil rights claims might lead to recovery of money damages but are likely easily defended with qualified immunity defenses. Relevant state law claims are subject to carve-outs and safe harbors that, at least in New Jersey, limit their application to bad faith Orders. Even when challenged successfully, as in Hickox 1, remuneration is not guaranteed. Important injunctive relief is provided, however, limiting the scope of police powers. But even if it does, this structure falls well short of making individuals whole for the losses they have suffered.

Troh’s narrative provides an honest portrait of individual Orders’ costs for those living on the economic margins. Physical property, save some photos, was destroyed. Lives were uprooted and rendered functionally homeless for months. Orders may become increasingly important as a tool for the protection of the public health. What appear to be good faith standards in state courts should help to limit the damage of ill-intended government actors, or at least provide those subjects to the whims of bad actors with recourse. But what about everyone else?


146 See State Quarantine and Isolation Statutes, supra note 33 (describing every state’s quarantine and isolation statutes, few of which contain provisions providing for compensation for loss and/or destruction of property).

147 Verified Complaint, supra note 90, at 4.
D. Stigmatization Arising Out of Orders

In addition to the initial burden, Orders, at least anecdotally, appear to carry a high risk of stigmatization for those subject to them, even after they are lifted or nullified. The Troh and Hickox cases illustrate that individuals, once Orders are lifted, can remain isolated within their communities. Hickox eventually left Maine, in part because of the stigma associated with the Orders she battled in court, and despite the final court order highlighting the minimal threat she posed based on agreed-upon scientific evidence. Ted Wilbur, her boyfriend, withdrew from the nursing program at the University of Maine at Fort Kent because “university officials—who told him there had been threats against him—refused to communicate to students that any harassment, threats or demonstrations against Wilbur would not be tolerated.” While there is a legitimate question as to whether or not Wilbur’s expectations are too high, with no protections in place at all, there is no basis to make an appropriate assessment against an agreed-upon standard. The stigma emerging out of controversy effectively “upended the couple’s plans.”

As of 2020, Hickox lives in Alaska.

Troh’s post-quarantine trials raise similar questions. The stigmatization that followed the Orders left her homeless, and a dispute with her current landlord may or may not have links to her quarantine. Her church and community came forward in attempts to allay her needs, but there are many

\[148\] Hickox 2 may deliver remuneration on this count, given its false light claim which the summary judgment decision allowed to go forward to trial.


\[150\] See Order Pending Hearing, supra note 106, at 3 ("Respondent currently does not show any symptoms of Ebola and is therefore not infectious.").


\[152\] Id.


\[154\] Schmall, supra note 145. Troh’s landlord at the time of the Order insisted that her refusal to allow for a new lease was based upon the fact that she owed a $1,900 debt, but this seems dubious as it is reported that she accepted a deposit for the new lease prior to the imposition of the Order. Id.
Americans who are not connected to such communities of faith, and their numbers are growing.\textsuperscript{155} It is unclear who will bear the brunt of providing support in these instances, but in both Ebola cases, the government imposing the burdens should be responsible, at the very least, for their immediate wellbeing.

Governments should and must play a role in creating a safety net for “Order bearers,” not limited to simple economic safety nets, but that accounts for a full consideration of the burdens connected with Orders based on evidence. Public health officials at the state level are asked to impose and enforce Orders. The public protected through their imposition reaps the benefits while Order bearers bear all of the injury. The burden of mitigating repercussions of Order should be publicly borne and government-sponsored.

III. METAPHORICAL PROPERTY RIGHTS IN THE BODY OF THE INDIVIDUAL AND RELATED TAKINGS CLAIMS

A. Quarantine Economics

An unchecked outbreak of a highly contagious, highly pathogenic disease threatens the economic stability and function of the country and the global economic order.\textsuperscript{156} This predates the economic fallout brought about by COVID-19. Narratives and actions aggravating public fears are part of this, and those same fears may lead government actors to act more aggressively than necessary, or may even act with bad faith, a possibility raised by both Hickox 1 and 2.\textsuperscript{157} This may be in part because those fears alone can affect the economic viability of a state or region, but also because elected officials are tasked with allaying the fears of concerns of the general public, and most

\textsuperscript{155} See U.S. Public Becoming Less Religious, PEW RSCH. CTR. (Nov. 3, 2015), http://www.pewforum.org/2015/11/03/u-s-public-becoming-less-religious/ (stating that recently, the number of Americans who regularly attend church or other religious services has decreased).

\textsuperscript{156} See also Nelson D. Schwartz, Coronavirus Recession Looms, Its Course “Unrecognizable”, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 22, 2020, at A1 (detailing troubling economic outlooks for the country on the heels of the coronavirus pandemic and highlighting the exaggeration of disruptions to the market due to shelter-in-place mandates in several states, including New York and California).

\textsuperscript{157} See supra Section II.A (discussing the Hickox cases).
are concerned with re-election. As Ebola became a major component of the news cycle in 2014, the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health reported that over half of Americans feared an outbreak stateside. These poll numbers were released on October 15, 2014—just two weeks before Hickox’s Orders, and just a week after the death of Thomas Eric Duncan, which prompted the quarantine of Louise Troh and her family.

In 2016, a Pew survey revealed that a majority of Americans believed Zika virus posed a threat—86% were “paying attention” to its spread. A majority agreed that the general threat of infectious disease is growing. Numbers like this indicate public acceptance of, if not enthusiasm for, use of Order in appropriate circumstances—but probably only so long as the person subject to Orders is not the respondent themselves.

Every state in the country has statutes in place with respect to Orders and enforcement. They sometimes provide for compensation of individuals subject to Orders—but do so rarely. These statutory attempts at providing Orders-related compensation fail on two points: (1) most are outdated, sometimes by almost a century, which may be a nod to our limited experience with quarantinable disease in recent history; and (2) when they do provide for compensation, it is focused on property lost due to government seizure and

158 The fears and economic impact that the spread of infectious disease can result in politicians spending extra money to take action against these diseases. See Bruce Y. Lee et al., The Potential Economic Burden of Zika in the Continental United States, 11 PLOS NEGLCED TROPICAL DISEASES (2017), https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0005531 (estimating the potential economic burden of Zika virus to over one billion dollars).


160 See id. (publishing the poll on October 15, 2014).

161 It is intriguing to consider the timing and possible political nature of the action of Christie with respect to both Hickox’s quarantine at Newark airport based on this timing, and his calls for quarantining of Zika patients that would follow in subsequent years. Limited literature exists on the political nature of Orders.

162 Half of Americans Say Threats from Infectious Disease are Growing, PEW RSCH. CTR. (July 8, 2016), https://www.pewresearch.org/science/2016/07/08/half-of-americans-say-threats-from-infectious-diseases-are-growing/.

163 See id. (finding that 53% of American adults say that there are more infectious disease threats today than twenty years ago).

164 For a description of each state’s laws regarding quarantine orders, see State Quarantine and Isolation Statutes, supra note 33.
not the metaphorical ones this paper is largely focused on. These damages are similar to those Louise Troh was burdened with when her apartment was destroyed in efforts to eradicate any last reservoirs of the Ebola in her Dallas home.\(^{165}\) The second fault is also seen in more recently proffered statutory protections, but likely takes its cues from gaps in many of the statutes that came before it.

The Massachusetts statute imposes a two dollars per day ceiling for individual compensation.\(^{166}\) It is unclear why only five states recognize a need for economic remuneration for those subject to Orders, but even those that do offer compensation are woefully out of step with the times and utterly disconnected from the realities of the hardships that Orders bring about, even post-SARS, post-MERS, post-Ebola, and post-H1N1.

**B. New Disease Threats**

For Ebola virus and measles, incubation periods are well known, which should limit the valid imposition of Orders temporally without reducing efficacy.\(^{167}\) For a newly emergent disease, or a rapidly mutating virus, important information gaps exist. Because of these gaps, government actors may, and perhaps should, impose greater restrictions on individual rights to protect public health until scientifically accepted standards emerge for quelling transmission. These standards will likely, and appropriately, shift over time with additional research and knowledge acquisition and with changes to the context of the outbreak.

By their very nature, Orders require serious incursions on individual liberty and unrecognized property-esse rights individuals hold in their bodies that underlie the conceptualization of metaphorical takings. Despite being a last resort for disease suppression, no firm limits on these incursions exist

---

\(^{165}\) See Schmall, *supra* note 145 (describing the damage and Troh’s struggle to find housing subsequent her association with the disease).

\(^{166}\) MASS. GEN. LAWS ANN. ch. 111, § 95 (West 2020).

\(^{167}\) See Jing Qin et al., *Estimation of Incubation Period Distribution of COVID-19 Using Disease Onset Forward Time: A Novel Cross-Sectional and Forward Follow-up Study*, 6 SCL ADVANCES 2 (2020), https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/6/33/eabc1202/tab-pdf (“Precise knowledge of the incubation period would help to provide an optimal length of quarantine period or disease control purpose . . . .”).
outside of “protecting the public health.” That being said, many states produce bench books that help to guide the judiciary and the courts through decision making with respect to appeals on public health Orders. In addition, scientific knowledge on outbreaks can provide strong parameters for the use of Orders, but only rarely is use of these scientific standards written into laws and guidance with respect to Orders. Even if these protections were firmly in place, and appropriately used, there would still not be limits on the ability of public health officials to extend Orders for additional statutory periods if deemed reasonable. Their reasonableness, however, does not solve for the individual incursions they create.

When Zika emerged, questions also remained regarding the scientific certainty of what scientists believed they understood—very similar to the spring of 2020. One case of infection by person-to-person contact was eventually confirmed. Over the summer of 2016, discoveries with respect to sexual transmission were also revealed. Chris Christie, then still governor of New Jersey, true to form, began calling for use of Orders to curb spread of the disease as early as February 2016.

It is possible that physical isolation of individuals who tested positive for Zika may have even been reasonable given what was understood in early 2017. Even without person to person transmission, an infected person can pass the virus to any number of aegypti mosquitoes they are bitten by while

---


169 See Pandemic Influenza Bench Book (failing to mention incubation period in Oklahoma’s bench book); but see Florida Court Education Council’s Publications Committee, Pandemic Influenza Benchguide: Legal Issues Concerning Quarantine and Isolation, 27 (“[Quarantine] is designed to isolate a person who has been exposed to the disease until an incubation period has passed and the exposed person has not developed symptoms of the disease.”).


173 See Eric Boodman, Christie Calls for Quarantining People Returning from Zika-Stricken Brazil, STAT (Feb. 6, 2016), https://www.statnews.com/2016/02/06/christie-quarantine-zika-patients/ (reporting that then-Governor Christie said he would be willing to quarantine Americans returning from the Olympics in Brazil to prevent the spread of Zika in America).
infected. Those mosquitoes can pass the infection on to its offspring, and on to further humans in the area, thus Orders could have been deemed reasonable early on in the outbreak. The virus has been linked to Guillain-Barré syndrome in adults, and affected fetal development in a majority of pregnancies where it presented. In the early stages of the emergence of any new pathogen the unknowns outweigh known risks—because of that, Orders may be appropriate in early stages, and required to control spread of new disease threat. Such early-stage Orders should be reasonably limited based on scientific knowledge. Ideally, these Orders can appease public fears, and ensure public safety, but they may inadvertently engender the opposite reaction in the public, which Hickox’s story illuminates.

Regions of the United States where aegypti is endemic include large swaths of the southwestern and southeastern United States, including the highly populated northeast corridor; the range is estimated by the CDC to include Los Angeles, New York, Washington, Miami, Philadelphia and Houston. This means that many hundreds of thousands could be affected by an outbreak; use of Orders, in theory, could limit the disease spread.

In 2016, efforts to curb the spread of Zika were taken swiftly and a push for research funding came from many quarters. In the meantime, public

174 See Fact Sheet: Zika Virus, WORLD HEALTH ORG. (July 20, 2018), https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/zika-virus (explaining that Zika is primarily transmitted by bites from infected Aedes aegypti mosquitoes).
177 See Fact Sheet: Zika Virus, supra note 174 (describing Zika complications such as microcephaly, fetal loss, still birth, preterm birth, and other congenital abnormalities).
180 Sheila Kaplan, Congress Approves $1.1 Billion in Zika Funding, SCI. AMER. (Sept. 29, 2016), https://wwwscientificamerican-com.proxy.library.upenn.edu/article/congress-approves-1-1-billion-in-zika-funding/.
health systems must make efforts to confront the gap between current public health actions and scientific knowledge, which may require Orders. But even absent a threat from new diseases like Zika, there is reason to act.

Zika is not an outlier. Disease threats come from many directions, with varying biological characteristics, vectors, symptomatology, and disease progressions. On August 30, 2016, STAT News and Scientific American reported on a strain of *E. coli* resistant to two last-resort antibiotics. A little over a month later, the United Nations held the second special session related to health-related global threats—this one aimed at the threat of antimicrobial resistance on a global level. In 2019, the U.K. reported the first case of completely resistant gonorrhea infection, though it eventually was cured after the use of front line antibiotics. At some point we will encounter a pathogen for which our only protections will be the isolation of those afflicted. When this happens, notions of justice and fairness require that we prepare ourselves to treat those individuals in a reasonable way as we limit their rights and freedoms.

C. The Metaphorical Bodily Bundle

Property rights provide greater protection than other areas of law by virtue of their characterization as property and for a central component of takings claims. Property rights amalgamate singular rights in Blackstone’s


184 See Rao, supra note 32 (describing how property rights are stronger than contract or privacy rights).
metaphorical “bundle”: possession, control, exclusion, and alienability. For the courts to validate a bodily-based takings claims, they would have to acknowledge and or create property rights in bodies. For the purposes of this quarantine centered here such claims should likely be limited to individually interests held only in their own bodies; it does not contemplate a formulation of such rights ascribable to ancestral claims or those based on takings of offspring or other descendants body property. Note, however, that statutes or regulations may be constructed by state or federal actions to provide for such claims such in a takings structure should those actors see those as fit. This idea of an individually held right in the body removes the argument from the context of slavery, where external dominion over the closely held real, and not metaphorical, body property of others was exercised along racial lines. When those rights were eventually extinguished following the Civil War in the United States, many of those slaveholders sought, and received, remunerations from the United States government for losses resulting from the freeing of their human chattel. The metaphorical property rights proffered in this Article are even further circumscribed, however, so as to limit the purposes of its use to obtaining remuneration where government actors commit incursions against the metaphorical property rights of individuals through Orders.

It is reasonably appropriate to take for granted that individuals assume that they hold property or quasi-property rights in and to their bodies, whether or not stipulated in statutes, case law or regulations. With respect to possession of real property, a landowner has the right to possess the land purchased. Possession is defined by Black’s Law Dictionary as “1. The fact of having or holding property in one’s power; the exercise of dominion over property. 2.


186 In fact, we can agree slavery placed property rights in individual bodies in a way that was in no way metaphorical, and prior to the Emancipation Proclamation and the adoption of the 13th Amendment ending slavery in 1865, Americans of African descent and living in bondage made legal arguments based on or connected to their status as property to advocate for freedom in the courts, which in some cases led to remuneration for their labor up to that point. See, e.g., Abigail Higgins, Meet Elizabeth Freeman, the First Enslaved Woman to Sue for Her Freedom—and Win, HISTORY (Mar. 22, 2019), https://www.history.com/news/elizabeth-freeman-slavery-case-dred-scott-freedom (“A jury of twelve local farmers . . . ruled in favor of Freeman in 1781, giving her freedom and awarding her 30 shillings in damages.”).
The right under which one may exercise control over something to the exclusion of all others; the continuing exercise of a claim to the exclusive use of a material object . . . No one else can hold our bodies in this way (barring technologies we have not yet seen that could create complicated questions around it, or questions of religious and other possessions alluded to previously).

The right of possession in our own bodies is basic to the concept of self, but possession is also a central component of the metaphorical bundle of rights held in legal property. Possession is a straightforward concept: legal ownership requires possession of the thing professed to be owned. Possession of one’s body, accordingly, is the equivalent of it being one’s body. In cases where religious individuals fear possession of a body is undermined by either demonic or supernatural forces, whether believed by the reader or not; language of possession is used with respect to such occurrence and its connection to the afflicted person’s body. This use of language, while seemingly outlandish, is indicative of the default regime we believe exists with respect to the relationship between and individual’s consciousness and their physicality. In other cases, they possess their bodies, but do not control them, and we seek medical care to bring them back into possession of the hardware of their bodies. When the possessory interest in one’s body is limited by the behavior of others, otherwise stated as when rights to exclude are overrun or otherwise ignored, the court system allows individuals to seek compensation in tort, or for criminal charges to be brought against a wrongdoer, which may lead the state to take control over the wrongdoer’s body—it is a serious trespass between individuals. Questions of possession of bodies is, at some basic level, why serious questions arise for individuals suffering from dementia with advanced directives. Possession is a basic of right in property—a person may live in the house they have purchased, for example. This possessory right parallels individuals’ relationships to their bodies in practice.

Black’s Law Dictionary goes on to link a “. . .present right to control property” as “including the right to exclude others, by a person who is not necessarily the owner” and a “present or future right to the exclusive use and possession of property” that we might refer to as a “possessory interest” in a metaphorical bundle of rights. It is a right to deny others

188 Possessory Interest, BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (7th ed. 1999).
Returning to our real property example, modern legal doctrine allows an individual who owns real property the right to limit access or to prohibit other individuals’ use of it outside of a limited set of circumstances, including takings of real property, which requires compensation; but also leases, controversial castle doctrine laws, and restraining orders and injunctions. Our legal structures delineate the same set of rights with respect to individuals’ bodies. We see this metaphorical right to exclude others from our bodies in tort,189 criminal law,190 and contracts191 doctrine.

The inverse of exclusion is the right to allow access to the real property without limitation or scope.192 We see this in gifts, leases, and easements, a tool that provides parties limited rights in property for specific purposes.193 These rights are generally granted through contract or deed.

In the same way, our legal system allows individuals to provide access to bodies through various formulations of consent, but also limits the extent to which individuals may do so.194 Informed consent, like a metaphorical bodily easement, documents consent on the part of a patient or study participant to access or use their bodies for a specific purpose and is legally required. On the other hand, failure to obtain it is legally punishable. The requirement arose out of problematic research practices and moved us towards informed consent as a standard means of validating access to bodies for purposes

---

189 For example, in tort law, the embodiment of rights to exclude from one’s own body include claims of battery, which North Carolina defines as “the offensive touching of another without his/her consent.” City of Greenville v. Haywood, 302 S.E.2d 430, 433 (N.C. App. 1998).

190 As an example, consider the language of the state of Maryland with respect to first degree rape defining it as engaging in sexual “by force, or the threat of force, without the consent of the other.” The language here is based upon the right to exclude another person from the dominion of their body without explicit consent—all of this points towards a bodily property interest implicating concepts of control, possession, and exclusion in its formulation. MD. CODE ANN., CRIM. LAW § 3-303 (West 2020), available at http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/2020RS/Statute_Web/gcr/3-303.pdf.

191 See generally Ohbukunola Mary Tawose, The Legal Boundaries of Informed Consent, 10 AM. MED. ASS’N. J. OF ETHICS 521 (describing the physician-patient relationship as that of an informed contract).


193 See Alfred F. Conard, Words Which Will Create an Easement, 6 Mo. L. REV. 245 (1941) (outlining the creation process of easements).

194 Examples of this include the parental rights to consent to medical treatment of their children so long as they are not mature minors, and the rights of a health care proxy.
of clinical research, which even the court in *Moore* considers a vitally important structure to protect individual rights in one’s own body, while at the same time disregarding any notion of property rights in his body, which is ironic. More general consent to necessary or advised medical care relies on the same right to exclude.

Closely linked to right to exclude is the right to control; the third stick in the metaphorical bundle of property rights. The concept of control with respect to bodies as property aligns most closely with rights of free movement that Orders most heavily constrain. In the COVID-19 era rights aligning with control over bodies have been the focus of intense political debate. Again referencing our real property metaphor, a landowner has the right to do as they please with their land within the limits laws impose. For example, they may lease it, gift it, sell it, invest money in it, or use it to secure debt; it runs alongside exclusion and access, but it can be thought of as broader. Exclusion and access are singular; control grants broad agency to a property owner. In the same way, citizens have the right to take risks and make positive or detrimental investments in the property of their bodies. Options with respect to health care decisions, care and treatment of our bodies themselves, our education, and where we live are all situated under assumptions of individual control to make decisions with respect to how we live. Control is the overarching power to make decisions about how property may or may not be used.

Alienability is the most difficult to work with within in drawing parallels to metaphorical bodily property ownership rights. *BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY* defines alienable as “[c]apable of being transferred to the ownership of another; transferable.” Unlike possession, control, and exclusion, alienability is not a right in bodies widely adopted through other channels. Aside from Nevada, no state provides citizens the right to legally buy and sell

---

195 In almost all cases where consent is required, it arises from either a property interest in the thing being controlled or a guardianship structure, as is the case with children receiving medical care or objects held in trust.

196 Perhaps the most pervasive political disagreement over the government’s right to control the bodies of citizens during COVID-19 is the debate over masks. See Patrick Van Kessel & Dennis Quinn, *Both Republicans and Democrats cite masks as negative effect of COVID-19, but for very different reasons*, PEW RSCU (Oct. 29, 2020), https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/10/29/both-republicans-and-democrats-cite-masks-as-a-negative-effect-of-covid-19-but-for-very-different-reasons/.

their bodies through sex work. Other legal markets in bodies and bodily usage, such as surrogacy, egg donation, and sperm donation have been legally sanctioned in many states, it is perhaps notable that they are most often associated with assisted reproductive technologies. In addition, our legal regimes providing for bodily or related markets (hair, stool, sperm, etc.) often use rely on both donative language and construct agreements and transactions with respect to services rather than purchase and sale of the quasi-property itself.

Outright buying and selling of organs is prohibited in most of the world. However, when a transaction looks like a purchase, sale, or lease of a body, its parts and/or its derivatives, donative, altruistic language is often used - for example, egg donation - this is likely in part be because donation, especially of the body, is upheld as the greatest of altruistic sacrifices by an individual. Despite such widely held notions and language, the language used in contracts related to egg and sperm donorship, and gestational surrogacy use language around payments for services rather than that of purchase and sale of quasi-property. This refashioning provides room for these transaction under the law, and allows for such practices to toe the line of bodily alienability pragmatically. The split amongst the states is indicative of divided thinking around whether allowing it, at least in part, undermines important public policy goals that prohibit treating bodies as tradeable, even with fully informed parties.

Contractual agreements that provide for the temporary use of women’s bodies as surrogates for bearing children go to great lengths to define the


199 Contracts are drafted to stipulate that surrogacy is a contract for services and not a purchase and sale or lease of a woman’s body, and the same is true for contracts for egg donation—doing otherwise would likely leave them void for public policy reasons as was seen in In re Baby M. See id.; see also Perez v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 144 T.C. 51, 51 (T.C. 2015) (holding that “compensation for pain and suffering resulting from the consensual performance of a service contract is not damages” under the Internal Revenue Code in a decision requiring such payments to be considered income).

agreement as service based rather than property based, much like an independent contractor agreement, with the services defined as the act of surrogacy itself.201 Though legal contracts for both surrogacy and purchase and sale of eggs and/or sperm have received scrutiny,202 they remain legal in many states and largely unregulated.203 Limiting the purpose of any payment to provision of “services” furthers a well-constructed legal fiction that distances the transaction from the body upon which the weight of its legal obligations is tethered.

Rather than grappling with an inflexible system, an alternate assessment of proprietary interests in special types of property may be useful in this space.204 By unbundling “sticks” of property rights, a workable solution emerges, largely around limits to alienability.205 That being said the problematic legal fiction in place still provides for treating bodies as property in a multitude of ways, and this solution does not erase that, though it may make courts more comfortable using the structure to provide more equitable solutions for those deprived of economic justice arising from Orders.

201 Independent contractor agreements are generally built around accomplishment of certain services. Consider an alternative legally problematic construction of such contracts as rental for a specific purpose.


205 See, e.g., id. at 1121–24 (advocating for the recognition of a “bundle of rights having multiple possible sticks, consisting of a right not to be a gestational, legal, and genetic parent”).
Failure to invest some sort of property-based rights in one’s own bodies leads to unjust legal decisions, like that of Moore v. Regents of the University of California.\(^{206}\) Analysis of Moore highlights problems that arise with a failure to recognize individually held, at the very least metaphorical, property interests in an individual’s body. The outcome of the case, simply put, denies the economic realities in decision making, and the necessity of body property to achieve scientific progress.\(^{207}\) While different in kind, the inequitable structure and outcome of Moore, which flowed from the failure of the state to acknowledge a property-based interest in his body,\(^{208}\) is mirrored in the disparate treatment of those subject to Orders. The states of Texas, New Jersey, and Maine each in turn failed to acknowledge the cost of Orders imposed on Troh and Hickox, arguably in part because they refused to acknowledge the inherent property interest each woman held in her own body.

Application of a more just, if only metaphorical, property right in one’s body provides appropriate legal pragmatism to cases like Moore’s and provides access to remuneration for individuals like Louise Troh and Kaci

\(^{206}\) 793 P.2d 479 (Cal. 1990). Moore was a patient at UCLA medical center in 1976, where he was treated for hairy cell leukemia, a rare blood cancer. Id. at 481. At the time of diagnosis, his physicians were aware of significant commercial possibilities if they could create a cell line from Moore’s cancerous spleen. Id. This was never shared with Moore. He did know that removal of his spleen was necessary to save his life—just not that they had explicit plans to use portions of the organ for their research with a corollary profit goal. Id. Moore’s spleen was removed, but it did not end his involvement in UCLA’s research. He was told his treatment regimen would require several visits from his home in Seattle to Los Angeles, with the understanding that the trips were necessary. Id. During that time, the researchers created a cell line using Moore’s T-lymphocytes and patented it. Id. at 481–82. Moore’s counsel estimated the value of those patents at over three billion dollars. Id. at 516 (Mosk, J., dissenting).

Moore made a conversion claim, a property-based tort that is the equivalent of a claim of theft. The claim relied on the assumption that Moore’s spleen was his property and that its use for research purposes by his physicians without his consent was theft. Moore, 793 P.2d at 487. The court limited his recourse to claims related to violations of informed consent—holding that his physicians fell short of legal requirements to disclose the purpose of their research and dismissed his conversion claim. Id. at 497. Informed consent rights are in fact tightly linked to property rights and conceptions of bodily autonomy and rights of control. It is one way tort law creates and enforces a metaphorical property right in one’s body, legally operationalizing rights to exclude others from one’s body and to control it in the context of non-emergency medical care and clinical research. Property rights in Moore’s spleen were not held by Moore pre-surgery according to both courts and legal scholars.

\(^{207}\) Moore, 793 P.2d at 480.

\(^{208}\) Id. at 488.
Hickox. The use of Orders creates burdens, plain and simple. Statutes and case law do not properly acknowledge this in their current construction. A more realistic portrait of the economic rights individuals hold in their bodies is required to restore balance for losses incurred by individuals on the losing end of the social contract in these instances. Allowing for metaphorical takings-based claims moves systems closer to equity, absent legislative action to protect these interests.

In deconstructing and contextualizing Moore, we see the confusing and piecemeal structure of the defining of the body dependent on the circumstances. Moore illustrates the structural and substantive challenges plaintiffs can expect to face in attempting to bring property-based claims in their bodies against state actors in court—a refusal to acknowledge such a metaphorical bundle in their own bodies. Ironically, these claims are based on losses at least as real as those claimed in cases of regulatory takings like those seen in Penn Central. That being said, there is good reason to believe that courts will be hesitant to hear such claims, let alone find for plaintiffs in similar situations.

Despite the likelihood that such claims will fail, they can at least provide a last resort strategy for those burdened with the costs of Orders when federal, state and local governments fail to adequately provide them with compensation for their losses and the associated costs. At worst, bringing such claims would clearly focus public attention on the losses sustained by plaintiffs in these circumstances.

In the alternative, lawyers and policy makers concerned with the structural, social, and equitable issues that follow from Orders should concern themselves with long term legislative efforts focused on the creation of modern, empirically informed public health statutes at both the federal and state level. This is without question the most adequate and sure-fire way to create more equitable outcomes related to necessary state action to protect the public health.

1. Takings

The thrust of this Article’s argument is that there is a right each of us holds in our body that is unrecognized under the law, but that nevertheless government institutions, including courts, should treat bodies as a type of quasi-metaphorical property for three reasons: (1) to ensure equitable, reasonable, and appropriate treatment of individuals at the hands of government actors, (2) to name existing legal fictions allowing for the treatment
of bodies in markets, often found in contractual language; and (3) to reclaim actionable individual interests in individuals’ own bodies, separate and apart from ideas of ownership interests in others’ bodies. This acts as a counterbalance to historical ownership of others through American slavery. Recognition of this interest is of paramount importance in developing appropriately equitable systems—especially as it relates to the use, or prohibition of, those bodies in the public domain both with respect to Orders and more generally. This argument does not require a radical reshaping of how we think about the body but creates structure that treats the body as having a reasonable and redeemable proprietary component where certain types of government incursions are placed on it. Absent this, old and new conflicts around ownership of bodies leave those marginalized, economically and otherwise, hamstrung, which metaphorical property interests help to alleviate.

Taking it further, the Supreme Court’s *Horne* decision might buoy a takings claim where orders result in actual physical seizure of individuals to protect the public health, but this is questionable at best.\(^{212}\) Despite this, the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{210} See, e.g., \textit{id.} at 2170 (“Contrary to Williamson County, a property owner has a claim for a violation of the Takings Clause as soon as a government takes his property for public use without paying for it.”).
\item \textsuperscript{211} \textit{id.}
\item \textsuperscript{212} The cited source gives details into the well-publicized story of Andrew Speaker who, despite knowing he had a diagnosis of multi-drug resistant tuberculosis, boarded a plane and traveled throughout
\end{itemize}
allocation of the costs and benefits resulting from Orders mirrors the language of the takings clause itself, which stipulates that remunerations flow in instances when private property is seized “for public use.” Individuals quarantined for purposes of controlling the spread of the novel coronavirus in Hong Kong has raised similar questions, as do required quarantines for diseases such as antibiotic-resistant tuberculosis, though the most well-known of these cases of detainment was a result of continued and flagrant violation of Orders restricting his movement.

The first step is providing proof that the courts should consider individuals’ bodies, like those of Kaci Hickox and Louise Troh, as metaphorical private property, a requisite component of takings claims. This threshold question requires courts to characterize Orders as a metaphor for a taking in the line of cases stipulating the limits of the doctrine, including Yancey and Horne, but also Penn Central. Even when a takings claims might prove helpful, the long timeline of litigation will make it a difficult strategic claim for individuals living on the economic margins and in need of immediate restitution.

IV. YANCEY V. UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE (1990)

The decision in Yancey provides further dimension to the question of appropriateness of takings-based compensation schema following Orders, though its context differs widely from the structure of cases emerging from the 2012 Ebola outbreak in western Africa. Like Horne, the 1990 decision also emerges from a challenge to the United States Department of Agriculture’s (the “USDA”) actions raising a Fifth Amendment takings claim, but it also provides further color to understand why a takings claim on an Order might

Europe on a honeymoon despite orders to not do so. Upon returning home, he was physically held in a federal quarantine site pending the completion of his treatment. This type of isolation order might be the only type that could reasonably be believed to meet the standard of an actual physical taking of the body under Horne; but the failure of Speaker to comply with his Order prior to being detained likely should limit recourse even in a system in which Orders mandate compensation. See Lawyer Infected with Tuberculosis Apologizes to Airline Passengers, N.Y. TIMES (Jun. 1, 2007), https://www.nytimes.com/2007/06/01/world/americas/01iht-health.3.5960013.html (relating the story of Andrew Speaker).

213 U.S. CONST. amend. V.
214 See, e.g., Wendy E. Parmet, Legal Power and Legal Rights—Isolation and Quarantine in the Case of Drug-Resistant Tuberculosis, 357 NEW ENG. J. MED. 433 (2007).
fail, though its litigants did not make a concurrent claim of a metaphorical taking through which to access relief.

The intergovernmental infrastructure that leads to imposition of Orders discussed previously—which finds its scientific basis, at least in part, in the CDC’s guidance given to states and local authorities—creates a basis for takings claims due to governmental action. At a minimum, such claims raise an important constitutional question—whether or not takings doctrine has the room to accommodate actions that correct for government intrusions on individuals severely limiting individuals’ access to fulfillment of their economic interests for the benefit of the public. *Yancey* begins to fill this gap, but by no means assures it.

The decision is pulled from a 1990 United States Department of Agriculture appeal from a decision awarding losses that resulted from a regional poultry quarantine of two Virginia turkey farmers. That case affirmed the plaintiff’s claims that the economic damages they, the Yanceys, suffered were compensable takings under the Fifth Amendment. In doing so, the court reaffirmed the three-part analysis derived from *Penn Central*. The case affirms that the government need not seize property to designate a government action as a compensable taking.

In November of 1983, Andrew and Elizabeth Yancey purchased 3,000 turkey breeder hens and 295 turkey toms as stock with the intention of breeding and selling turkeys outside of Virginia. Their timing could not have been worse. Just a few weeks prior to their purchase, the USDA had identified an outbreak of pathogenic avian influenza which started in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. Due to the outbreak and the related USDA imposed quarantine, the Yanceys were prohibited from “interstate shipment of live poultry, manure from poultry, litter used by poultry, carcasses, eggs and certain equipment.”

216 *Id.* at 1543 (“[T]he Yanceys suffered severe economic impact and had no way of anticipating the interference with their investment backed interest. . . . Just compensation is warranted in this case.”).
217 *Id.* at 1539.
218 *Yancey*, 915 F.2d at 1536 (“In November, 1983, the Yanceys acquired a flock of 3,000 turkey breeder hens and 295 turkey toms for purposes of selling the turkey hatching eggs produced on their farm in Rockingham County, Virginia to customers outside the State.”).
219 *Id.*
220 *Id.*
The USDA created a difficult economic bind for the Yanceys: they could not sell their stock across state lines, which led them to make the decision to sell their ostensibly healthy breeder stock for slaughter at a greatly reduced price. In ways, this echoes the outcome of the case of Thomas Eric Duncan’s estranged wife—she was not able to sell her belongings at fair market value due to state action related to her quarantine Order. Local officials also destroyed most of her personal belongings while she was at a separate location.

Pathogenic avian influenza outbreaks are not a new occurrence; the first is believed to have emerged at the tail end of the nineteenth century. Pathogenic avian flus spread quickly through domesticated bird populations, decimating them. Like human influenza viruses, avian flu is caused by viral infection of birds and most commonly affects domesticated chickens, turkeys, and ducks. Once a single chicken is infected, entire flocks are often killed to ensure that more animals are not subsequently infected, or passed on to other farms in the same area or networks.

In addition to decimating poultry populations, there are other reasons to be concerned about bird flu outbreaks warranting the culling of large flocks:

221 Id.
222 Cammy Clark, *In Cleansing Ebola, Hospital is Disinfected But Homes are Purged*, FORT WORTH STAR-TELEGRAM, (Oct. 23, 2014) (“Curtains, couches, carpet and everyone’s clothing and other worldly possessions were dumped into about 155 barrels. Only passports, a family Bible and a few other sentimental items were spared.”).
223 See D.J. Alexander & I.H. Brown, *History of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza*, 28 REVUE SCIENTIFIQUE ET TECHNIQUE 20 (2009) (asserting that the earliest known case of influenza being differentiated to have emerged from birds, deemed “fowl plague” at the time, and now known as highly pathogenic avian flu occurred, in 1878); see also Blanca Lupiani & Sanjay M. Reddy, *The History of Avian Influenza*, 32 COMPAR. IMMUNOLOGY, MICROBIOLOGY & INFECTIOUS DISEASES 311–325 (2009) (discussing the origin story and the basic science of bird flu, as well as tracing major outbreaks from 1878 forward).
224 Like humans, influenza infected birds shed virus, but when domesticated animals come into contact with the viral agent, it becomes pathogenic. See *Bird Flu Basics*, CTRS. FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION, https://www.cdc.gov/flu/avianflu/bird-flu-basics.htm (last reviewed Apr. 10, 2017) (stating that avian influenza typically infects various bird species). In Yancey, the court cites a 90% mortality rate in the 1983 pathogenic virus outbreak. Yancey, 915 F.2d at 1536.
most notably, the virus has a history of jumping from bird to human populations.\textsuperscript{227} In recent years, the incidence of bird to human transmission seems to be spiking.\textsuperscript{228} In 2003, the H5N1 bird flu jumped from birds to humans.\textsuperscript{229} It killed approximately 60\% of the humans it infected, and there were widespread fears at the time of its emergence that it would precipitate an outbreak similar to the 1918 Spanish influenza.\textsuperscript{230} More recently, another pathogenic avian influenza variant made headlines, H7N9.\textsuperscript{231} In both cases, human transmission of the disease petered out. Despite these denouements, scientists fear changes to the structure of bird flu will eventually produce a human pathogen that matches or outdoes the virulence of the Spanish influenza, which is estimated to have killed between fifty and one hundred million people between 1918 and 1919.\textsuperscript{232}

\textsuperscript{227} See, e.g., Eric C.J. Claas et al., \textit{Human Influenza A H5N1 Virus Related to a Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza Virus}, 351 LANCET 472, 472 (1998) (suggesting transmission of influenza A H5N1 virus from chickens to humans).

\textsuperscript{228} See J. S. Malik Peiris et al., \textit{Avian Influenza Virus (H5N1): A Threat to Human Health}, 20 CLINICAL MICROBIOLOGY REV. 243, 245 (2007) (“In the 31 years from 1959 to 1990, there were nine HPAI virus outbreaks recorded in Europe, North America, and Australia, and these outbreaks were contained by the ‘stamping out’ of infected flocks. In the 11 years since 1990, there have been 10 further HPAI virus outbreaks, including in Asia. The current HPAI H5N1 virus outbreak (from 2003 onwards) is, however, unprecedented in scale and geographic distribution.”).

\textsuperscript{229} Yang Yang et al., \textit{Detecting Human-to-Human Transmission of Avian Influenza A (H5N1), 13 EMERGING INFECTIOUS DISEASES} 1348, 1348 (2007) (“Highly pathogenic avian influenza A (HPAI) subtype H5N1 is repeatedly crossing the species barrier to humans. Since December 2003, a total of 291 cases of HPAI H5N1 have been reported in humans . . . ”).


\textsuperscript{232} Estimates of the death toll vary widely, with some estimates as low as forty million. See Jeffery K. Taubenberger, \textit{The Origin and Virulence of the 1918 “Spanish” Influenza Virus}, 150 PROC. AM. PHIL. SOC’Y 86 (2006) (stating that the virus caused illness in between 25\% to 30\% of the world population, resulting in the death of up to forty million people). Other estimates begin at fifty million deaths and point towards upwards numbers of one hundred million. See John M. Barry, \textit{The Great Influenza} 4 (2018) (stating that some estimates of the death toll from the 1918 influenza pandemic are close to 100 million).
Given the much lower mortality numbers associated with COVID-19 at the time of this writing, its large scale, and widely felt impacts, there may be reason to worry about emergence of a more virulent and aggressive form of the disease. Responsible consideration of this possibility requires proactive consideration of how to best protect public health on a much larger scale. The USDA’s action in Yancey was a reasonable attempt to do something similar, though they were not deeply concerned with mortality rates, they were deeply concerned about the possibility of economic collapse in the poultry industry. While there is disagreement on the value of a chicken’s life versus that of a human’s, there is likely little disagreement now that economic collapse can follow closely at the heels of the introduction of a virulent pathogen. Yet, even if we only worry about collapsing economic systems and not human mortality, which is a vital concern with respect to human disease, the differential treatment that exists between human and animals raises questions. A point for us to consider is why the economic losses arising from bird flu outbreaks are not also insured when human beings suffer such losses for similar, if not far more important reasons. Shouldn’t Louise Troh’s expectations for her and her family’s treatment from the government at least equal the interests of poultry farmers subject to similar treatment and prohibitions?

2017 USDA data on the poultry industry indicated almost one and a half billion poultry were hatched on around 42,000 farms in the United States. The year before, the National Chicken Council, an industry-based policy shop, estimated the economic value of the industry in the U.S. at 441 billion

233 B. Ganesh Kumar et al., An Assessment of Economic Losses Due to Avian Flu in Manipur State, 21 AGRIC. ECON. RSCH. REV. 37, 42 (2008) (“The HPAI epidemic had affected traders (in both urban and rural areas), particularly due to the prohibitions on selling live poultry in cities, the general collapse of poultry production/demand and the consequent decline in market sales.”).

234 See Poultry—Inventory and Number Sold: 2017 and 2012, U.S. DEPT AGRIC., https://www.nass.usda.gov/Publications/AgCensus/2017/Full_Report/Volume_1_Chapter_1_US/st 99_1_0030_0031.pdf (indicating that 1.6 billion broilers and other meat-type chickens were born on 42,858 farms). These numbers also point to serious issues of crowding that may also be relevant for purposes of amplification of the impact of bird flu transmission which has been raised by at least some authors as relevant. See, e.g., Roberto A. Saenz et al., Confined Animal Feeding Operations as Amplifiers of Influenza, 6 VECTOR BORNE & ZOONOTIC DISEASES 338 (2006) (stating that confined keeping of poultry increases the chances of virus spread).
dollars. The US Poultry & Egg Association, another lobbying organization, provided more recent numbers valuing the industry at over 469 billion dollars.

All this is to say that poultry is an important component of the economy—this is likely part of the reason the Yanceys shifted to turkey breeding on their Rockingham County farm. The economic importance of the industry was also likely an important driver for the USDA’s election at the start of the outbreak to cull and/or otherwise restrict sales large swaths of animals in the period immediately following the outbreaks. The Yanceys, interestingly, did not base their claim on the loss of animals due to a large-scale cull. Instead, they pointed to a lesser reduction in their property rights and the diminution in value of the animals that flowed from the culls and related material restrictions; the USDA, not the CDC, placed on allowing poultry from the areas affected being allowed into the stream of commerce which greatly


236 According to its website “The U.S. Poultry & Egg Association is the world’s largest and most active poultry organization. Membership includes producers and processors of broilers, turkeys, ducks, eggs, and breeding stock, as well as allied companies. Formed in 1947, the association has affiliations in 26 states and member companies worldwide.” See U.S. POULTRY & EGG ASS’N, uspoultry.org.

237 This number is based upon a 2018 economic impact report and accounts for jobs, sales, tax, payments, and other factors of overall economic impact. See The Poultry Industry Creates Jobs in the United States, U.S. POULTRY & EGG ASS’N (2018), https://www.uspoultry.org/economic_data (stating that the U.S. poultry industry was responsible for 493.15 billion in economic activity).

238 Yancey, 915 F.2d at 1536.

239 Id.

240 While it did not exist at the time that the Yanceys brought suit against the USDA, in 2014 the agency statutorily created the Livestock Indemnity Program via the 2014 Farm Bill, which provides compensation through the Livestock Indemnity Program (LIP) to eligible livestock owners or contract growers for livestock deaths in excess of normal mortality caused by eligible loss conditions, including eligible adverse weather, eligible disease and eligible attacks on the part of the government. See Disaster Assistance: Livestock Indemnity Program Fact Sheet, U.S. DEPT. OF AGRIC. (Feb. 2021), available at https://www.fsa.usda.gov/Assets/USDA-FSA-Public/usdfiles/FactSheets/livestock_indemnity_program_lip-fact_sheet.pdf.

241 Yancey, 915 F.2d at 1539.

242 It is perhaps notable that human disease-based transmission, or jumps, were not the basis of the USDA decision, especially given the timing of the decision in the early 1990s. It is unclear whether the CDC has the power to take similar action when current avian flu outbreaks occur, or whether the two entities work in concert to address such problems with each of their available administrative and regulatory tools in the current era.
reduced the value of the Yanceys’ stock. Because the limitation on procurement and sales imposed on the Yanceys, the market value of the stock was linked to the regulatory action of the USDA, and its powers under the Tucker Act, thus the court held that a compensable taking had occurred.

What strongly sets Yancey apart is that compensation was required based upon a regulatory structure that required compensation for losses arising from Orders. No such basis to argue for compensatory substantive rights exists in the case of Ebola or other communicable diseases, either regulatorily or statutorily, in most states or the federal government. The court cites United States v. Mitchell asserting that where no contractual obligation against the government exists, that plaintiffs must assert “that some substantive provision of law, regulation, or the Constitution can be fairly construed as mandating compensation” in order to validly state a claim. This is instructive, mandating either a takings based claim under the Constitution or a legislative action be undertaken in order to create and ensure viability of claims on grounds more substantial than the constitutional takings alone.

Troh, from Dallas, lacks any regulatory or statutory tool to hang her claim on outside of the Texas quarantine statute. While the 1989 Communicable Disease and Prevention Act empowers the state’s Commissioner of Health to “adopt rules necessary for the effective administration and implementation of this chapter” it does not speak to or invoke the necessity of compensation to rise to this call. Despite this, in the aftermath of the Duncan matter, no action has been taken by the legislature to protect the economic interests of citizens of the state that would allow them to find meaningful recourse against

243 The Yanceys sold the totality of their turkey flock for $20,887 on February 13, 1984. Up to that point, they had spent approximately spent approximately eighteen hundred dollars a week for costs associated with veterinary care and feeding the breeder stock which they purchased. The claim they filed with the USDA for indemnity was for a total amount of $63,556. Yancey, 915 F.2d at 1540. 244 Id. at 1537, 1539 (“We agree with the Yanceys that denying compensation for their healthy flock is contrary to Congress’ clear intent to promote cooperation with quarantine provisions. It is clear from the legislative history that the purpose of 21 U.S.C. § 114a is to control and prevent the spread of animal diseases and that the indemnity provisions are an integral part of this disease control scheme.”). 245 Id. 246 This argument sets aside the small minority of states that provide for statutory compensation following the imposition of Orders. 247 445 U.S. 535 (1980). 248 Yancey, 915 F.2d at 1537 (outlining what the plaintiffs must assert in order to state a claim). 249 Communicable Disease Prevention and Control Act, TEX. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 81.004 (2020).
harsh actions with sometimes dire economic and personal consequences, regardless of whether they are infected with a disease-causing pathogen, such as Ebola or a pathogenic avian influenza.

In overturning the Claims Court in its deference to the USDA’s arguments, the appeals court looks to two separate elements in the argument in consideration of whether the agency’s action was arbitrary and capricious.\footnote{Id. at 1538} First, they undermined the agency’s claim that because the animals were not infected with the disease made subject to quarantine, they did not have a right to compensation on that basis.\footnote{Id. at 1538–39 (“the Government's interpretation, as well as the Claims Court's ruling, provide those in the Yanceys' position with a perverse incentive to allow infection of their flocks in order to receive indemnities.”)} But quarantine orders are explicitly related to the confinement of those who may have been exposed to a disease agent to ensure prevention of spread; they did not need to have the disease to be subject to them. Instead they point out the obvious fact that whether they were infected was an immaterial line of inquiry—instead focusing on the larger reason for the restriction on their use in trade; fears that they may have carried the disease and passed it on given their farm’s location in the region within the scope of the USDA order.\footnote{Yancey, 913 F.2d at 1539. With respect to the review of administrative decisions of federal agencies in federal courts, the decision in Chevron and other cases, requires the courts to defer to agency decisions whenever possible, unless they find that the agency’s decision is arbitrary and capricious with respect to the interpretation of law and regulations.}

This is reminiscent, but not directly parallel, to problems regarding the scientific validity of Orders based on unfounded grounds, such as that of Kaci Hickox, discussed previously with respect to takings-based compensation, it additionally mirrors cases where we see Orders put in place but there is no actual infection. The point of these Orders is to prevent spread in the case there is infection; doing so should at least require the state to provide compensation for doing so in the public interest. The lower court states that the Yanceys were not required to dispose of the poultry, despite the government action that tightly circumscribed their rights with respect to the animals and this amounted to a taking, again a metaphorical one since the poultry was not seized like the Horne’s raisins were by the USDA. Second, the lower court agreed with the USDA that the claims were invalid on the
technicality that the Yanceys disposed of the poultry in a manner that was not consistent with the regulation, which the appeals court overturned. The failure to find a scientific basis for Hickox’s detention should be considered similarly, a technicality, as should Orders that are later discovered to be scientifically invalid. If a state statute provided for compensation similar thinking would underlie a just outcome in the event an individual subject to Orders fails to follow orders to the “T” but does not meaningfully violate them. In all of these instances, the state has a burden to make the citizen whole.

Yancey is important not because it provides rights for individuals subject to Orders, but because it provides an excellent proscription for the structure and elements needed to be present, ideally on the federal and state levels, to adequately protect the interests of prospective claimants. Yancey requires crafting statutes and/or regulations that outlay substantive rights in a more concrete way than a basic Fifth Amendment takings claim for individuals subject to Orders—this is the most important element of its analysis, pulling from United States v. Mitchell. Second, it does not limit an Orders takings analysis to only those who end up in isolation. It also encompasses those quarantined. Essentially, Yancey’s expands application of compensation for Orders, based on the structure and purpose of related regulations, case law, and invocation proven approaches to disease prevention. The internal inconsistency of the government’s behavior vis a vis the goals of the policy led to the Yancey’s success. Based on this analysis, codifying Orderes rights in regulation or statute is critical to insuring economic rights. Doing so not only ensures government responsibility for economic damages arising from Orders, but also ensures straight forward application of those regulations and / or related statutes.

As the COVID-19 outbreak continues to make headlines, years after Ebola, and perhaps months or years before the next unknown pandemic to reach American soil, justice demands advocating for strong statutory and regulatory protections for individuals to ensure it for those burdened with.

253 See 9 C.F.R. § 53.10(a) (“[A]nimals infected by or exposed to disease shall be killed promptly after appraisal and disposed of by burial or burning, unless otherwise specifically provided by the Administrator, at his or her discretion.”); see also 9 C.F.R. § 53.10(a) (listing claims not allowed); Yancey, 915 F.2d at 1538.

254 See id. at 1537 (addressing claimant’s need to establish substantive law mandates compensation in order to state a claim).

255 Id.
protecting the public health. Litigating successful, Order-based takings claims will be a challenge, due to the multiple layers of difficulty that a solely constitutional argument would be encumbered by—such as the requirement that the rights to compensation be a well-known right, rather than the simpler task of asking courts to enforce an existing set of regulations or laws.

Despite the difficulties related to use of a takings rubric to ensure these rights, Yancey, and the takings construction more generally, provides a foundation policymakers can use in addressing the injustices Orders can produce through enforceable statutory compensatory and other protections. While the cases presented are specific to Ebola, the trends of stigmatization remain relevant in more recent examples including COVID-19. Daniel Wethli, an American student studying abroad in Wuhan is one example—though the stigmatization in his community pales in relation to that of Hickox or Troh. It is likely that this is due at least in part to the lack of political rhetoric surrounding his return home. Like Hickox, he has never tested positive and emerged from a fourteen-day quarantine symptom-free. The Fulbright scholar had been in Wuhan for a month when the outbreak led to the imposition of a regional lockdown, and was later evacuated by the United States government and held in isolation at March Air Reserve Base in California, where the disease evacuees were surveilled for the emergence of COVID-19 symptoms. Flying home, he was careful to not mention his reasons for travelling. Upon arriving, he received mostly warm welcomes, but also encountered concern from those who knew he was in Wuhan at the start of the outbreak. He has also been on the receiving end of online vitriol.

257 Id.
258 Id.
259 See id. (describing Wethli’s conversation with a fellow passenger where he was cautious not to reveal his reasons for traveling.)
260 See id. (noting some in Wethli’s inner circle are nervous around him).
261 See id. (describing comments on Facebook calling for Wethli to leave).
These cases taken together make it clear that Orders, while not necessarily actual in and of themselves, the takings of private property in the bodies of individuals by the government in most cases, is a metaphorical taking of individuals—the taking of their time, energy, and primary means of production (their bodies); and the taking of their status in the communities in which they live—as metaphorical a taking as it is a regulatory one. At its very core, Orders ask citizens to give up their rights and interests in the most precious of what some may deem property, and what others deem a far more precious and unnamable thing, the interests held in individual bodies, in an effort to create the public good of disease control. For doing so, legislatures must ensure adequate protections for those that bear public costs on their individual, or familial, shoulders, whether due to bad luck, or because they have served in a front-line capacity. This includes front line medical workers, including paramedics, physicians, and those who deliver essential, previously overlooked services—grocery store workers, Amazon warehouse employees, and municipal transit workers are a few. The current lack of protections for these citizens becomes increasingly problematic when we consider long existing inequities which have been magnified by COVID-19’s heavy impact in minority and low socioeconomic status communities.

A. **Creating Effective Legislative and Regulatory Justice Mechanisms for Orderees**

Because quarantine orders and decisions are carried out at the state and local level, and because that power is largely executed at the state level, justice requires states take an active role in creating statutory protections for those who find themselves subject to Orders. But model codes created for adoption by states fail to account for this problem even while accounting for losses of corporate entities.

The Model State Emergency Health Powers Act (the “MSEHPA”) was reworked in 2001 and has since been adopted by more than 30 states. While the MSEHPA provides for some compensatory damages, it does not provide for losses unrelated to non-body or quasi-property—leaving individuals

262 See THE MODEL STATE EMERGENCY HEALTH POWERS ACT §§ 506, 507, 806 (CTR. FOR L. & PUB.’S HEALTH GEORGE & JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV., Draft 2001), https://www.aapsonline.org/legis/msehpa.pdf (permitting destruction of property but not for compensation for “facilities or materials” destroyed if there is reason to believe it may endanger the public health).
continually subject to damages arising from their confinement itself, and to related stigma that may occur in the hands of politically motivated players like Governors Chris Christie and Paul LePage. At the same time the MSEHPA strengthens the ability of state public health agencies to impede on the lives of ordinary citizens by taking possession of their property. It further limits access to compensation where seizure is not related to the state’s “use” of the property and/or where the property is destroyed, both of which would aggressively limit the claims of individuals like Troh.

Orders in practice mimic the structure of the concerns of the founders that underlie Fifth Amendment takings and its related jurisprudence—compensation for taking of individual rights in advancement of public benefit. Because of this tight link between the two, imposition of Orders should be treated as a taking when they occur during health emergencies. The language of MSEHPA regarding compensation is evidence of it. Since Orders are, in practice, created and enforced by state and local actors, often only in consultation with the federal government, the responsibility falls upon state legislatures, and public health agencies and related regulatory bodies on the state and local level to begin to shift public understanding and create mechanisms to ensure that Orders do not violate shared notions of justice when required to preserve the public health. The idea that the states hold power and direct this action is often overlooked in the national context but also means they can create mechanisms to incentivize adherence to ensure public safety and stem disease spread.

That being said, legislative action to achieve Ordered justice is aided by properly understanding cases like Yancey, and the creation of substantive rights it clarifies; if fully embraced, the nuances of the decision form a
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266 See State Quarantine and Isolation Statutes, supra note 33
267 During the Democratic presidential debate on February 24, 2020, the candidates discussed the corona virus at length, and during that discussion no single candidate mentioned the importance of state and local governments and agencies and the need for effective engagement with those organizations.
foundation in creation of a robust legislative and regulatory architecture that creates strong substantive compensatory rights for individuals subject to Orders.

Yancey, and the chain of constitutional cases leading up and informing it, are not the only elements a robust set of state protections to create equitable and just quarantine and isolation policies. Creating a grounds for valid legal claims when states fail to properly compensate individuals is but one avenue to pursue. Creation of state-funded coffers that are available and ready for the use of individuals when these events occur is also necessary.

Obama’s Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues used a metaphorical takings-like basis to inform the creation of compensation funds for use in cases where individual harm occurs in an effort to create a public benefit in the realm of health care. In their 2016 report on compensation for research-related injury in clinical trials they make clear the basis of creating such a structure:

The goal of compensation for research-related injury is to ensure that individuals who are injured as a result of participating are left no worse off as a result of their participation than they would have been had they not participated. People can be injured in various activities—for example, playing sports, driving cars, receiving medical care—and there is typically no guarantee or expectation that they will receive free medical care or compensation for their injuries. Unlike individuals in these other situations, those injured as a result of participating in research have an ethical claim to compensation for at least two reasons. First, in most cases the benefits of research accrue to society more broadly rather than to individual participants. Many elements of research (e.g., randomizing controls, double blinding, adherence to strict protocols) are designed specifically to collect information that will benefit society as a whole, rather than any individual research participant. And research participants might undergo procedures (e.g., blood draws, biopsies, or radiologic scans), or participate in tests or games (e.g., those that reveal something distasteful to the participant about himself or herself), that incur burdens or risk without providing any prospect of direct benefit to the participant.

Similar rationales have been used to create systems of compensation in situations where public benefit comes at the heels of personal sacrifice. One
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example of such a program is the Department of Health and Human Services Health Resources and Services Administration’s National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program. In creating these funds, the primary questions for legislatures to consider are (1) who bears the risk; and (2) in each context in which they are implemented for whom do they bear the risk? When the answer to the first is individuals, and public benefit to the second, these funds create systems that relieve financial burdens relatively quickly when valid claims arise, alleviating the need for legal battles for individuals who may have limited access to legal assistance.

V. STATE AND FEDERAL LEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS

Accounting for limits on Ordereses being made whole through court systems requires well-understood facts of narratives like those of the Campbells, Troh, Hickox, and Wilbur, and should underlie policy advocacy for substantive rights to protect individuals like them. Leaning on these stories, and better understanding wider trends for Ordereses by gathering information and feedback from them to better under the whole is a necessity. This information should help to create properly-articulated and well-structured state and federal programs that successfully accomplish the goals of properly compensating them for their losses, while easing public health burdens. Providing basic equitable protections to Ordereses in outbreaks is one means to do so. Depending on structural details and components of new laws and regulations, these tools can incentivize behavior that limits disease spread even among the working poor.

An important first step is making clear the purpose of the statutory protections envisioned. As the world watches and waits to understand the true impact of the novel coronavirus, questions of scope and coverage of Order protections are important—a pandemic differs from the isolation of limited cases. That being said, an appropriate system needs to be flexible enough to respond to both a pandemic level event, and a more circumscribed outbreak, whether avian flu, a novel coronavirus or an easily transmissible antibiotics resistant infection. The government, as a whole, but state governments
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especially, have limited coffers to provide for outbreaks like coronavirus.\textsuperscript{271} Most states are also statutorily required to balance their budgets each year. This creates tension between their abilities to engage in preventative public health spending, especially given the knowledge the failure to do so may leave them unable to function since outbreaks are proven threats to our economic foundations, and the revenue streams of states themselves.\textsuperscript{272} But with quick, well thought-out, and scientifically informed action when initial cases appear, statutory protections can achieve both limiting economic impact of disease through containment, and provide incentive based structures that can aid in “flattening the curve,” even in pandemic situations. Well-publicized statutory and regulatory protections can also create a strong foundation of public engagement when epidemics arise. These actions should be viewed as important as creating economic protections for individuals, but as we have seen during the COVID-19 pandemic, are also critical protections for larger economic systems during outbreaks. Stomping out new pathogens before true outbreaks can occur has proven effective in a number of countries as the U.S. struggles both economically and on public health fronts with disease spread; this offers a glimpse of what culturally appropriate response mechanisms can broadly help to incentivize.\textsuperscript{273}

Legislatures should be clear with respect to the application and purpose of statutes and should pay equal attention to clarifying the limitations of these protections. This emphasis should carry enormous weight in crafting related regulations.


\textsuperscript{272} The widespread job losses and limited economic activity that followed the novel coronavirus outbreak in most states coupled with state level responsibility to provide for unemployment and other social safety net allocations provide an example of this. Job losses limit the tax basis of the states, while state sales tax revenue is also harshly limited.

A. Compensation Funds

Certain elements are critical to creating an effective statutory regime. Investment of state resources into funds for compensation arising out of claims before they are needed is critical in statutory construction. A quarantine compensation fund needs to do two things: (1) signal the importance of the effort, through long-standing fiscal commitment; and (2) incentivize public engagement in curbing disease spread through individual behavior. For individuals who believe they may be ill or have come into contact with individuals who are, such systems may incentivize coming forward since it will ensure government protections—economic and otherwise. In any case, the federal government should stand ready to assist states in appropriate ways, including through emergency budgetary measures like the multiple 2020 economic rescue packages implemented during coronavirus pandemic, which as of March 2021 were worth more than five trillion dollars.\(^{274}\) Incentivizing early detection and isolation, of course, has to be weighed against over-incentivization leading to false claims, and the model provided here attempts to provide some counterbalance. Part of that counterbalance must be reflected in more rigid, but appropriately flexible, standards as a scientific basis for putting Orders in place when worrisome pathogens appear.

Compensation funds are not a new concept. The highest profile of these in the last few decades is likely the 9/11 Compensation Fund, which was established in the aftermath in of the attacks of September 11\(^{th}\), 2001, in New York and Washington.\(^{275}\) But that is only one example. A more appropriate, forward-looking, model to consider for these purposes is the vaccine compensation fund considered by the Presidential Commission on Bioethical

\(^{274}\) _HERE’S EVERYTHING THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HAS DONE TO RESPOND TO THE CORONAVIRUS SO FAR_, Peter G. Peterson Found. (Mar. 15, 2021), available at https://www.pgpf.org/blog/2021/03/heres-everything-congress-has-done-to-respond-to-the-coronavirus-so-far (asserting the federal relief bills have added up to about $5.3 trillion).

\(^{275}\) _See generally_ Kenneth R. Feinberg, _What Is Life Worth?: The Unprecedented Effort to Compensate the Victims of 9/11_ (2005) (providing a basic understanding and structure of the structure of payments for wrongful death); _see also_ 1 Kenneth R. Feinberg et al., _Final Report of the Special Master for the September 11th Victim Compensation Fund of 2001_, (providing a breakdown of the structural elements and considerations of the Special Master in determining awards to victims’ families in the years after the attacks on New York and Washington on September 11, 2001).
Issues during the Obama Administration. Like the metaphorical takings considered by this piece, that compensation fund was focused on attempting to make whole individuals who suffered in efforts to protect the larger public health. In this case, the compensation sought to provide appropriate remuneration to individuals who take part in vaccine research. The Commission recommended the creation of a fund, and it provides an important model to build on in important attempts to incentivize individual behavior that creates huge positive impacts on the broader public health and can ensure greater economic stability in future outbreaks. The model endorsed by the commission, stop short of creating punishments for failing to opt-in to incentivized structures.

Structuring compensation itself, though important, is not a simple exercise. Important decisions need to be made with respect to who receives compensation, the timeline during which it is provided, and the inclusions in any calculations. Creation of statutory structures for compensation based on relatively simple formulas is not new or unusual. Formulaic constructions are familiar to family courts, where child support and/or alimony or other support is often structured based on a review of comparative income and assets but also through use of an actual worksheet. What may be the easiest component to account for is lost wages based upon previous work-related income. In most cases this could be accounted for with the provision of income statements and/or W-2s. This will be more difficult to ascertain for Americans who own and run certain types of small businesses, those who make their income as independent contractors, whose work and labor is unpaid—such as stay at home parents, and for those who work in situations in

---


which they are paid under the table or are otherwise avoiding regulatory scrutiny. That being said, each of these should be considered to properly implement an effective system when individuals in these groups are made subject to Orders.

Income alone will not properly account for the economic losses of Orderees, but it is important piece that, in most cases, can be fairly easily calculated, although states will likely differ in their approaches. In order to effectively curb disease spread, this is the piece that is most important to incentivizing early reporting to effectively employ disease mitigation strategies engaging Orders. To do so, states should consider a few options that will optimize that incentivization strategy.

In Iceland, when new parental leave policies were being created in the early 2000s, the question of incentivization was important. Individuals laying the groundwork were especially interested in encouraging and normalizing paternal leave. Their solution was effective—parents would be provided with 80% of their income for the duration of their parental leave which was extended and made available to both.\(^{278}\) While there were still reasons parents might not take leave—concerns around career advancement perhaps—there were also tangible reasons to take leave. A similar infrastructure can create appropriate incentives to engage with state or federal public health authorities at early onset of symptoms, and perhaps even make it more attractive for Americans to take leave. The appropriate compensation calculation for this public health need may be 105% of income, but it may also be smaller. In either case, this is an important infrastructural component states and the federal government ought to consider in setting economic parameters.

In addition, given modern technology, compensation funds should attempt to limit payouts in certain situations, but this requires careful balancing. For some Americans, isolation and quarantine do not carry the same onerous impacts on economic productivity. Many middle- and high-income earners have access to generous paid sick leave policies if isolated or quarantined, and more importantly, if not sick, can work remotely, while manual laborers and direct service providers subject to Orders cannot and are

---

less likely to have paid leave policies; states must address inequities like this. Economic productivity alone should not be the only consideration in calculating compensation and support awards either—consider high- or middle-income solo parents without supports, also tasked with caring for aging parents. Each of these has tangible costs that require inclusion in a scheme that makes Orderes whole. Thus, compensation should include (1) the value of an individual’s unpaid labor, (2) compensation based on either a statutory base line with mandated increases, or (3) actual income estimates with minimum floors. For those subject to Orders whose work and income are not disturbed, no such compensation should be required, but that should not limit their access to compensation or protection under other components of such laws.

This point leads to a more general set of challenges in policy making—how to create limited flexibility within an intended framework to meet its goals. An Order compensation scheme will have to provide for reasonable flexibility based on disease science, changing information and technological advances that will inform the process of monitoring, and increasing engagement in working towards a better understanding of the experiences of Orderes. The problem relevant to states’ compensation for Orders through public health statutes is not just that they are outdated; it is also that they did not create mechanisms that would allow their compensation structure change over time. A number of ways exist to avoid this; the first to consider is to move away from a dollar amount standard, whether as a floor or maximum. Another option may be to connect the compensation to actual income, or some other objective measure subject to ongoing periodic review and revision of compensation standards and structure. This would ideally be accomplished through a state or federal regulatory body with a focused authority to adjust rates without


280 The economic costs of single parenthood or caring for aging family members are profound. See Robert I. Lerman, How Do Marriage, Cohabitation, and Single Parenthood Affect the Material Hardships of Families with Children? 10, Urban Institute (2002), http://web.archive.org/UploadedPDF/410539_SippPaper.pdf (noting that single parent households were more likely to face food insecurity, poor housing conditions, and issues with utilities than a married household). See also generally Comm., on Family Caregiving for Older Adults, Families Caring for an Aging America, 130, Nat’l Acad. Press ("The analysis found that income-related losses sustained by family caregivers ages 50 and older who leave the workforce to care for a parent are $303,880, on average, in lost income and benefits over a caregiver’s lifetime.").
revisiting the long, now often politically charged, and seasonal legislative process in each of the states and the federal government. A third option would include an integrated modification tool for use, such as the consumer price index or one connected to standard of living with respect to flat award denominations. Each of these has costs and benefits, but in each case necessary flexibility is provided for outside of arduous legislative processes.

The compensation structure must also consider the administrative process of payouts. This includes what evidence is required to seek compensation, and the standards upon which that evidence is reviewed—for instance, a state standard might look to (1) a qualified positive test result combined with (2) an Order from a public health authority, and (3) ongoing proof of compliance with symptom monitoring and contact tracing efforts, and (4) compliance with state rules governing behavior of Orderees during the period of isolation or quarantine. In addition, the statute must make it clear what public health entities are covered by the compensation structure—if county or parish Orders are not compensable, it should be clear; the same is true if counties require authority from the state to create compensable Orders, or if the state alone is permitted to create them.

In addition to compensation for lost wages and salaries, states also need to compensate individuals for takings like those we see in the *Horne* cases. Seizures of real property such as furniture, personal effects, clothing, and other things found in homes, represent seizures that the government actors are required to compensate individuals for under the Fifth Amendment, per
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281 Depending on the state, there are either professional state legislatures which meet multiple times per year, such as those in California or New York, which can be contrasted with those states whose legislative bodies meet once a year for a period of months, such as Maryland. See generally 2020 Legislative Session Calendar, Nat’l Conference of State Leg. (updated Dec. 22, 2020), available at https://www.ncsl.org/portals/1/Documents/ncsl/2020_session_calendar.pdf (describing the legislative meetings, including general and special sessions, of all fifty states and territories).

282 Following the North Carolina legislature’s adoption of a sterilization settlement in 2015, the state’s administration of the funds was riddled with problems of process, including the failure to create clear guidelines with respect to who was to be provided access to funds. In at least some cases, applications were rejected on the basis of administrative technicalities with respect to the jurisdiction of administrative bodies creating the order for surgery. See Jim Morrill, *N.C. Eugenics Victims Shut Out of Settlements by Law’s Wording*, CHARLOTTE OBSERVER, (Dec. 5, 2014, 6:46 PM) https://www.charlotteobserver.com/news/politics-government/article9241226.html (discussing how the wording of the North Carolina bill impacted compensation of victims of forced sterilization).
Horne. Ordeerees should not be required to spend their own time and money litigating the question against the state.

Finally, the question of funding sources is critical, especially at the state level. Isolating streams of revenue for these purposes of building out funds is difficult to do, and at the same time critical to incentivizing individual behavior that promotes overall public health goals. Noted previously, states are hamstrung on the funding component in ways that the federal government is not. If an outbreak in an individual state is identified late and is larger than planned for by policy makers and regulators, there will likely be instances where despite planning and fully funded compensation mechanisms, individual states will be in positions where they require critical assistance in order to attempt to ensure the containment of an outbreak. Balanced budget requirements create further tensions around spending limits in the vast majority of states. In the current environment, universities, school systems, infrastructure concerns, and myriad stakeholders are constantly vying for increasingly limited resources at all levels of government. Some consideration should be given to earmarking portions of public health related court settlements and regulatory fines to these efforts; good examples include those flowing from tobacco and opioids litigation. New streams of revenue considered by states such as legalized marijuana might also create viable sources for initial investment into these funds.

States will have to answer important questions with respect to compensation for those subject to Orders who pass away during the course of illness. This Article is centered on the rights which should be provided to
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288 See *KT & G. Corp. v. Att’y Gen. of State of Okla.*, 535 F.3d 1114, 1119–20 (10th Cir. 2008) (addressing payments made to Kansas and Oklahoma from tobacco companies); see also *Feds say $225M Sackler Fine To Go To Medicare, Medicaid*, LAW360 (Nov. 16, 2020), available at https://www.law360.com/lifesciences/articles/1328980/feds-say-225m-sackler-fine-to-go-to-medicare-medicaid (stating that nearly all of the settlement money from federal opioid litigation will go into general Medicaid and Medicare budget).
Orderees and pulls from narratives of those who survived their Orders. Many of the protections discussed further below assume survival and are focused on long term well-being following the lifting of Orders. In some cases, however, individuals will die. Lawmakers will need to consider whether any, all or some subset of the protections provided within the structure outlined here should also be conferred on their survivors.

B. Additional Protections

Basic compensation for losses incurred in efforts to protect public health will likely be considered the most important protection for Orderees, and if properly structured, should encourage them to come forward when identified new disease threats start to spread. Incentivizing individual citizens to shoulder necessary public health burdens to protect the whole, however, should not be limited to simple economic protections. The narratives examined here provide a starting point for wider examination of the experience of Orderees, which should inform policies targeted at insuring protections for them.

C. Technology Access

Technology access is an important consideration. Orders usually require physical isolation from families, friends, and community. The coronavirus pandemic has provided a disturbing vision of this reality thousands of individuals dying alone in hospitals without being to see loved ones in their final hours. In other spheres, the pandemic has made clear the sheer necessity of technology—in the spring of 2020 it was critical to access education

289 See, e.g., supra Section II.B. (discussing Troh’s isolation).
290 See Jason Horowitz & Emma Bubola, Italy’s Coronavirus Victims Face Death Alone, With Funerals Postponed, N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 19, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/16/world/europe/italy-coronavirus-funerals.html (“Family members are spirited away and, because of the danger of contagion, often die in the hospital isolation without any family or friends around.”); Paul Berger, Coronavirus Victims are Dying Alone, WALL ST. J. (Apr. 5, 2020), https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-victims-are-dying-alone-11586088001 (noting that hospital and government restrictions meant to slow the virus’s spread are preventing people from comforting their infected loved ones).
and to enable work. But there are many ways technology has served as the basis for recontextualized ways of living during the shelter-in-place orders across the United States during this period—technology provided a means of accessing the most basic of necessities, including ordering groceries for those in high risk groups, accessing unemployment resources for the suddenly unemployed or furloughed, and having vital medications delivered. It is conceivable that many held to Orders may be like Troh, or the millions of Americans whom found themselves sheltering-in-place at home in 2020 with school-aged children. Education for those children should not be limited by the happenstance leading to the restrictions on their movement, and the government should ensure their continued access to learning, as it should ensure Orderees access to basic necessities, including food and medication. For Orderees with ready access and continued work and income, this is a non-issue, but for the surprising number of Americans living on the far side of the digital divide it is a critical point of access, requiring the attention of policy makers moving forward.

The access issues noted are exacerbated by social isolation, which heightens the need for broadening technology access. Psychological and physiological effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, including trauma from loss, or anxiety associated with the fear of having a serious illness may be mitigated by doing so. Providing easily accessible technology and connectivity can keep Orderees connected to those they care about should be deemed essential and directly connected to public well-being.

D. Stigmatization, Privacy, and Related Protections

The inequities flowing from the stigma of novel pathogen Orders should also be limited in meaningful ways whenever possible through statutory and


regulatory protections. Stigma, while not economic in and of itself, creates a domino effect for Orderees, exhibited in each of Troh, Hickox and Wilbur’s cases. The results of stigma appear primarily in two areas in their stories: denial of housing and harassment in educational settings. Antecedent privacy protection to avoid stigma altogether is the ideal, but may be difficult to ensure for many reasons. In addition, employment protections are a necessity. Work protections for Orderees follow from the economic necessity of work, especially for those in low wage professions. More general compensation for government facilitation of actions that lead to stigmatization within the community, like that experienced by Kaci Hickox in her small Maine town, should also be available to Orderees. This is especially true when that stigmatization leads individuals to relocate or otherwise change their lives in substantial ways following an Order, but also for the pain and suffering that it may cause in and of itself.

An antecedent privacy protection is the most effective option to pursue; if properly instituted it can eliminate need for additional statutory and regulatory protections. If created, these Order status protective measures must carry meaningful fines and criminal penalties—more so than other violations of such an all-encompassing statute because of its threshold level importance.

Failure to protect privacy of Orderees importantly disincentivizes coming forward with symptoms, creating additional unnecessary obstacles to public health efforts to mitigate spread. At the same time, narrow disclosure is necessary for those same efforts, like contact tracing. Importantly, privacy protections will likely face serious legal hurdles in the form of First
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293 See supra note 151 (discussing the treatment of Hickox and her boyfriend in Maine that resulted in them leaving the state).

294 See Uri Gneezy, Stephan Meier & Pedro Rey-Biel, When and Why Incentives (Don’t) Work to Modify Behavior, 25 J. ECON. PERSPS. 191 (proposing that the use of monetary-based incentives can provide policy makers with a short-term structure for behavior modification based on economic modeling).

295 See Benjamin Armbruster & Margaret L. Brandeau, Contract Tracing to Control Infectious Disease: When Enough Is Enough, 10 HEALTH CARE MGMT. SCi. 341 (2007) (providing a general understanding of contract tracing which places an emphasis on the cost-benefit assessment of the practice to determine reasonable limits); see also M. Faccini et al., Tuberculosis-related Stigma Leading to an Incomplete Contact Investigation in a Low-Incidence Country, 143 EPIDEMIOLOGY & INFECTION 2841, 2846 (2013) (“Failure to be identified as a contact was identified as the primary reason for disease development in 54% of case patients in one U.S. study.”).
Amendment constitutional challenges. In addition, contact tracing efforts may make it easy to uncover the source of possible infection.

Orderees should also be guaranteed access to housing. Cases like Troh’s, where landlords attempt to back out of executed contracts, may be easiest to protect against. Others will undoubtedly be more complicated— involving not just the choices of landlords but of other individuals living in communities. Regulation and law should prohibit such behavior, putting in place meaningful but flexible fines in place as a response, with appropriate notice provisions to warn landlords and communities of standards when disease threats emerge. Again, this needs to be balanced, and to account for foreseeable realities such as cases where landlords are pressured by neighbors to evict tenants they expect to have a disease, or where tenants move out en masse without basis outside of an Orderee’s presumed or known presence, leaving a landlord economically crippled. This complexity illustrates these as complicated, fact-based questions making it difficult to create bright line rules. This differs from violations of Order-based privacy rights.

Despite the complexity, limited protections for lessees is a reasonable place to start since Orderees will be stigmatized in attempts to secure housing following eviction. If this responsibility is not borne by a landlord, who has power relative to tenants, what mechanisms to turn to and who holds responsibility are difficult to ascertain. That being said, in cases where there is documentation of longstanding rule or policy violation of an Orderee tenant, and where policies allow for eviction on that basis, landlords should be given deference. State actors also need to think through and be prepared to provide protection to landlords in cases where they suffer serious economic harms for guaranteeing the housing of an Orderee; doing so ensures both adequate sources of rental housing on a local or state level, and for actual tenants, ensures that they will be protected in the unfortunate circumstances that would

296 See Daniel J. Solove, The Virtues of Knowing Less: Justifying Privacy Protections Against Disclosure 53 DUKELJ 967 2003 (positing that some materials should be protected from public disclosure without requiring the prohibition as a violation of the First Amendment of the Constitution); see also Karen Kasler, Does HIV Disclosure Requirement Violate Free Speech?, WOSU PUB. MEDIA (May 19, 2017), https://radio.wosu.org/post/does-hiv-disclosure-requirement-violate-free-speech#stream/0 (discussing the constitutionally volatile nature of HIV disclosure requirements).

297 See Laura Lin & Brian A. Liang, HIV and Health Law: Striking the Balance Between Legal Mandates and Medical Ethics, 7 AMA J. ETHICS 2005 (focusing special attention on the ethical conundrum and pragmatic difficulties with respect to the risk of HIV status disclosure in public health efforts based upon legal requirements to report cases and inform possible contacts of their possible exposure).
lead to their own reliance on such housing protections. Well-fashioned safe harbor provisions for landlords can help balance these interests.298

Similar protection should be in place in educational settings to avoid problems like those experienced by Ted Wilbur, who was closely associated with an Orderee.299 This would be in place for individuals cleared for return to work by public health authorities. Within workplaces, the protections should at least include returning to work following: (1) the conclusion of the immediate Orders and (2) clearance on the basis of the scientifically valid standards. In addition, these individuals should be provided with protections from workplace harassment. The structure of these rights should be bolstered wherever possible. Existing legal structures should be considered, such as burden shifting with respect to proof of failure to prevent a hostile work environment. Whenever possible, requirements to provide for remote work pending clearance from public health authorities can help to stay the need for other damage awards.

In education, similar protections are important, and can eliminate confusion regarding the responsibility educational institutions owe to students with respect to return, especially given that, as of yet, no federal laws or regulation creates such standards. Like landlords, administrators and staff in educational settings are in positions enabling them to create meaningful protections for students like Wilbur. Action should set basic protections for students, but also ensure balance with protections for educational professionals, including limited safe harbor provisions. Questions of liability are more difficult to assess, especially in the context of public educational institutions like those at the University of Maine Fort Kent, where Weber went to school. Creating enormous penalties for these institutions limits their ability to serve students. However, injunctive relief coupled with further penalties for

298 See Susan C. Morse, Safe Harbors, Sure Shipwrecks, 49 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 1385 (2016) (providing more information on safe harbors, including their construction and application, and the problems that arise with their use).

299 See supra, note 151. Wilbur himself was not subject to an Order but did live in close proximity for Hickox. His story raises separate questions about the level of protection owed to those living in close proximity to Orderees—examples include roommates, spouses and long-term partners, and children. In this instance extending protection to those intimately connected to Orderees seems appropriate since the related stigma has produced the result, but individual state governments have to be the drivers of these decisions, or provide room for inclusion as necessary based on their own standards.
inaction, up to and including removal of staff and administrators or their oversight, may be a more reasonable option.

E. Scientific Validity Requirements

Other protection lies outside of these but necessarily follow the imposition of individual Orders and should appropriately limit their use in addition to the financial burdens created by the previous recommendations. States and the federal government should also integrate scientific validity, whenever possible, into standards for Order creation. Doing so can help to eliminate politicization, which may have been involved in the decisions to detain and isolate Kaci Hickox in Maine and New Jersey. Imbedding such standards comes with important limits, and the appearance of coronavirus is instructive in this regard. Scientific certainty, at least with respect to the emergence of novel or evolving pathogens, will often change. Public health authorities in some situations will need to be permitted the benefit of the doubt in their attempts to avoid the spread of a disease we have extremely limited knowledge about, and limited testing availability with regards to. However, in Hickox’s detention, there was evidence of a complete lack of deference to established scientific standards prior to involvement of the courts—an avenue most Orderees will not have the time, resources, and energy to engage for numerous reasons.

Creating these protections in states and on the federal level creates substantive rights like those relied on in Yancey for individuals, which we currently lack. Creating these rights and protections may also create important incentivizing mechanisms that will assist in stemming the tide of outbreaks early through providing protections for those that come forward with early symptoms. In larger outbreaks, these tools will become less useful, but if they can stave those situations off, the burdens of government should be demonstrably reduced.

Considerable thought should be provided regarding when statutory protections should attach and for whom. In widespread pandemic instances, like the Spanish flu and the more recent coronavirus, this structure may not work if fully implemented once spread is out of control. The economic damage may be too widespread to correct for with a takings-based metaphor providing for individual damages across the board; sacrifices will be required.

300 See Section II.A (discussing Hickox’s Orders and detention).
of most if not all Americans. Cases where infection will be widespread, stigma will be greatly mitigated but not eliminated.\textsuperscript{301} Because of this, the triggers for these protections should be well thought out. Some factors to consider for policy makers with respect to appropriate triggers, or prohibitions, providing for the invocation of such programs and statutory protections might include the following: national and state declarations of emergency or other disease related executive action at the state or federal level, including travel restrictions; outbreak data from neighboring states; the presence of a high mortality pathogen, such as Ebola or SARS; or requiring specific legislative, judicial, or executive action.

Individuals who enjoy protections should be held to high conduct standards. Failure to meet such standards should eliminate access to protections, regardless of whether or not this failure would trigger other penalties. The creation of these rights is leveraged upon the importance of state actions to protect the larger public—public benefit in exchange for the curtailing of individual rights. Because of this, anyone subject to Orders in a state with these protections, and with appropriate social support components in place to complement them, should face stiff penalties and limitation of some protections upon violation of Orders or discovery of attempts to evade Orders, including failure to report symptoms, which could lead to further disease spread.

Like any well-crafted policy, statutes, or regulations created in an effort to aid public health during times of impending crisis aimed at lessening individual burden along these lines should include provisions requiring ongoing data gathering\textsuperscript{302} and reevaluation metrics. Policy makers, agency heads, and

\textsuperscript{301} But see Ivan Pereira, Maine Sheriff Investigating Claim that Armed Men Cut Down Tree to Force Neighbor’s Quarantine. ABC News (Mar. 29, 2020, 9:15 PM), https://abcnews.go.com/US/maine-sheriff-investigating-claim-armed-men-cut-tree/story?id=68865519 (noting that despite the widespread nature of coronavirus, stigma from the virus allegedly causes a group to attempt to back a man inside in order to quarantine him and his roommates).

\textsuperscript{302} Systems of review should provide for a wide array of data gathering to better inform regulation; this should include not only inquiry into the experiences of individuals in quarantine or isolation, but also perceived impacts and problems with respect to the framing and structure of statutory protections, agency related guidance, and rules promulgated on its basis. Additional information and data should be gathered from stakeholders directly implicated and/or impacted based on the structure or externalities of the policy, including, as appropriate, educational administrators, landlords, tenants, employers, unions, and other affected groups.
experts should revisit recommendations, their substance and ideally public opinion, on a regular basis and following use of the provisions. In this case specifically, legislative bodies and agencies should strongly consider creation of robust regulatory and statutory systems that incentivize citizen engagement in public health mitigation strategies.

F. Interstate Travel, Disease Prevention, and Authority

While the individual protections encapsulated in the framework here are important, they do not exist and operate in a vacuum. And while this article has focused on individual narratives in the crosshairs of Ebola, the COVID-19 pandemic and Yancey are critical lenses through which to assess the realities. All of these cases require consideration of the relationships between the states and state action and individuals’ ability to travel across state lines. Because of this, pragmatic implementation of robust protections for Orderes and the closely related incentivization of public health should account disease spread enabled by domestic interstate travel. On one hand individual protections are just that – individual economic protections from government intrusion, but if considered holistically, they also may incentivize individual behavior and acquiescence to individual engagement with public health authorities in a more preventative construct. That incentivization component could be radically undermined on a national level by patchwork creation of state policies.

Conversations around border protection and permeability are highly politicized in the current political moment in the United States. That being said, strong border policies were likely major contributors to the ability of nations like New Zealand, China and Vietnam to contain widespread COVID-19 outbreaks domestically. The Trump administration also created tight restrictions with respect to entry into the United States in the early months of
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the domestic shut down,\textsuperscript{306} but they proved largely ineffective in containing the spread of COVID.\textsuperscript{307} The administration has not taken specific effort to shut down interstate travel to curb the spread of the pandemic, instead pushing for opening of markets and economies that would likely create greater flow of individuals between and among the states.\textsuperscript{308} This contextual reality is important for policy advocates and government officials to take into account, especially given the blessing, now momentary curse, that the country’s robust interstate transportation infrastructure creates—allowing for ease of travel among the many states and jurisdictional territories that make up the country, with the exceptions of Alaska and Hawai‘i.\textsuperscript{309}

The Trump administration’s actions at international borders were mirrored by a minority of state governors following the initial COVID outbreak in Washington state and through the fall. Some of the most memorable and media covered were instituted in the northeast corridor as states in New England tried to curb the spread of COVID from New York City in the spring and summer.\textsuperscript{310} These included actions by the governor of Rhode Island, Gina Raimondo, requiring proof of a negative test result or a

\begin{flushleft}

\textsuperscript{307} Thomas J. Bollyky & Jennifer B. Nuzzo, \textit{Trump’s ‘early’ travel ‘bans’ weren’t early, weren’t bans, and didn’t work}, WASH. POST (Oct. 1, 2020), available at https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/2020/10/01/debate-early-travel-bans-china-ok/2020/10/01/debate-early-travel-bans-china/ (opining that the bans were not strict enough to be effective).
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fourteen-day quarantine upon arrival,\textsuperscript{311} similar actions were eventually taken in various states.\textsuperscript{312}

There are many reasons that federal action with respect to the policy structure proposed, carried out through and following a “re-norming” of entities like the CDC and other structural components of federal infectious disease management structure, would be the gold standard for creation of adequate individual protections. Though not the primary motivation, these policy actions may also incentivize individual behavior limiting the size of outbreaks novel and familiar expected in the future. Notably, federal action avoids the problem faced by thirty-seven states requiring balanced budget that which will likely severely limit their ability to implement and fund these proposals.\textsuperscript{313} Additionally, even if states create mechanisms to fund these policies, preventative capacity of those actions could be undermined by residents of neighboring or far away states where policy makers choose not to, or politically cannot implement them, or where there is markedly different policy adoption that leads to differential ability to curb spread.\textsuperscript{314}

Connecticut, Delaware, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Rhode Island were among the first group of states to establish a regional approach to limiting the spread of disease in the region; California, Oregon, and Washington also worked quickly to create a similar network announced the

\textsuperscript{311} Marina Villeneuve, Pat Eaton-Robb, & Shannon Larson, Rhode Islanders who travel to nearby states, including Mass., now have to quarantine, BOSTON GLOBE (Aug. 5, 2020), available at https://www.bostonglobe.com/2020/08/04/metro/what-goes-around-rhode-islanders-who-go-to-nj-will-have-quarantine-there/.

\textsuperscript{312} See Geoff Whitmore, What U.S. States Are Open For Travel?, FORBES (May 21, 2020), available at https://www.forbes.com/sites/geoffwhitmore/2020/05/21/what-us-states-are-open-for-travel/?sh=79f6e1e129235 (noting that Maine requires a 14-day quarantine for visitors); see also Governor Murphy, Governor Cuomo and Governor Lamont Announce Joint Incoming Travel Advisory That All Individuals Traveling From States With Significant Community Spread of COVID-19 Quarantine For 14 Days, NEW JERSEY GOV. (June 24, 2020), available at https://nj.gov/governor/news/news/562020/approved/20200624a.shtml (describing the same for New Jersey, New York, and Connecticut).

\textsuperscript{313} Anna M. Costello et al., supra note 278.

same day. That approach, however, and those of other states who took similar actions are likely to be subject to scrutiny, academically and otherwise, in the not-so-distant future, due to the discriminatory nature of the structure of those disease spread protections. Absent a preferred federally initiated action to implement measures to ensure individual protections early on, however, states may find themselves in positions where it is both politically and pragmatically appropriate to push the adoption of such compacts and shared policy platforms, especially on balance with the threats of outbreaks, which have proven themselves a serious threat, both economically and with respect to the protection of the public health.

VI. CONCLUSION

Systems in place around quarantine and isolation to ensure the public health fail to provide necessary supports for individuals subject to Orders, and the stories of Louise Troh and Kaci Hickox help to illustrate their individual costs. Both were suspected of harboring Ebola, whether validly or not, a pathogen that could unleash damaging public health and economic consequences. There is growing evidence that we will face a steadily increasing number of deadly, contagious, and novel pathogens medical science will struggle to identify and treat. Should those unfortunate events come to pass, public health authorities will most likely be forced to rely upon Orders to curb the spread of diseases for which they have no cure and / or no means to slow the spread.

While due process claims structures provide some basic protections with respect to Order use or misuse, they do not ensure equitable sharing of Orders’ burdens. Due process claims are simply not focused on economic and related harms that accrue and are suffered under Orders. Statutes and regulations provide either limited, outdated, or no means through which Order bearers can achieve remuneration from the government for losses, be it for physical property, and liberty based economic or other interests. These
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metaphorical takings of individuals’ bodies by the government public health authorities for the purpose of public benefit are types of seizures that merit use of Fifth Amendment takings claims, but which may fail to blossom into actionable claims because of the ways that individuals’ relationships to their bodies are legally characterized.

Characterization of the relationship between the individual and the body, whether a creature of legal fiction, differentials in power, or other dynamics, limits the ability of individuals to appreciate the economic interests held in their bodies when under Orders. The reticence to label bodies as property, at least in the United States and in Europe, is linked to a designation of property rights that stripped certain individuals of power and, in many cases, their very humanity. Modern repugnance with respect to purchase and sale of bodies, however, however, may go too far in disavowing the concrete economic realities tied to the use of our bodies in American life.

While *Horne* 2 reaffirms application of takings jurisprudence to physical seizure, most Orders are not characterized as physical seizures. A history of slavery, in addition to a gendered division of who we treat as property, and our religious roots as a society, and cases like *Moore* have cast a long shadow over the prospect of finding individually held property interests in our bodies. That said, distinct areas of law—criminal law, tort, even procedural questions—treat bodies as at least metaphorical property, granting individuals property-like rights in them, even if not brought under the umbrella of property law and the related rights that bestows.

Disparate approaches can be reconciled in some small part by creating a metaphorical right in the body itself recognized by courts, though they would be better protected through the creation of substantive statutory protections that individuals can avail themselves of in court following imposition of Orders. Notably, this article limits application of such a right to Orders themselves, in an effort to create equity for those who suffer losses through compliance with state actions that limit their ability to engage in economic life, both literally and through stigma that also carries economic costs.

Creating substantive rights for individuals that protect their economic interests at the state and federal level, with a strong preference for a unified federal action, creates a more equitable basis in which to ground Orders. Doing so may also serve to incentivize individual behavior that acknowledges the importance of Orders in protecting the public health and acquiesces to them when implemented. Metaphorical rights individuals may also force the
hands of government actors can further incentivize good faith use of Orders on the part of elected officials. This is the most appropriate and just way to engage in use of Orders; acknowledging their necessity, and readying institutional and social structures and norms for their use with greater frequency in coming years.

Public health statutes and regulations, though currently outdated, can be updated and recalibrated to prepare us for that; their structure should lean heavily on the lived experiences of Orderees, during the period in which they are actively in place, and those that follows. To that end, academics, and federal, state and local public health officials should be working together to better understand the experiences and needs to those subject to Orders to inform systems structured to protect them.

Absent better statutory protections, while takings jurisprudence of the past thirty years has focused on regulatory seizures, claims based on this portion of the Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution at least provide an avenue through which to advocate for the making whole of Orderees. Regulatory takings which are also effectively metaphorical, not based on physical seizure, but on the effect government action has on plaintiff’s economic rights.

*Horne* case opens the door to, and reaffirms, a more pragmatic reading of the Fifth Amendment takings clause. Claiming an economically metaphorical seizure of the body may be a difficult claim to argue, but it is necessary absent clearly articulated protections for Orderees. Indeed, Yancey makes clear that substantive rights are required to protect Orderees provide a substantive basis upon which to seek remuneration.

Creating substantive economic rights for Orderees, in combination with compensation funds to guarantee them is critical for the next Louise Troh. Individuals like Troh and Hickox are public health heroes, and we can expect to call on more of them. Guaranteeing their rights helps to protect the public health. Before we find ourselves in yet another new circumstance, states, the federal government, and the public health infrastructure must push for reasonable protections for individuals that also create incentives for us each to play our part in curtailing disease outbreaks.